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The Founding Fathers of the United States government ensured that there would be a 
separation of powers between the three branches of government – Legislative, Executive, and 
Judicial. The powers of each branch of government are enumerated in the first three Articles of 
the Constitution, where a system of checks and balances among these branches is introduced. Of 
particular interest to this study is the establishment of the judicial branch and the powers that 
judges hold in the United States. Furthermore, Alexander Hamilton, in Federalist Paper No. 78, 
made the argument that the judiciary should be independent from the Legislative and Executive 
branches and that though it does not hold the power of the “purse” or the “sword,” respectively, 
it does have the power of judgment and of judicial review, which is protected by the presence of 
permanent tenue of federal judges (“Federalist Papers - Federalist, No. 78, And The Power Of 
The Judiciary”). It was Hamilton’s hope that by ensuring judges “hold their offices during good 
behaviour” that these judges will have an understanding of the complexity of law and will not be 
succumbed to the whims of the other branches of government (“Federalist Papers - Federalist, 
No. 78, And The Power Of The Judiciary”). 
Though the Constitution does give a structure to the judiciary, the Federal and State Court 
systems have been developed over time and reflect the involvedness and the complexity of the 
law. The federal judiciary has three distinct levels – the Federal District Courts, the Federal 
Circuit Courts, and the Supreme Court. The Federal District Courts, of which there are 94 in total 
throughout the U.S., have what is known as “original jurisdiction,” which means that they hear 
cases that arise due to a federal statute, the Constitution, or treaties (“Introduction To The 
Federal Court System” 2014). These courts are also courts of “limited jurisdiction,” as they can 
only hear cases involving federal statutes or Constitutional issues. These judges are appointed for 
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life by the President and are confirmed by the Senate. Furthermore, the Federal Circuit Court is 
the first level of appeal for the federal court system, meaning that they hear appeals of cases from 
the Federal District Court level. There are 12 total Circuit Courts in the U.S., each of which 
divide the country into distinct regions. The final level of appeal –  which hears appeals from the 
Federal Circuit Court level, has four district types of “original jurisdiction,” and is comprised of 
nine Justices appointed for life – is the Supreme Court of the United States (“Introduction To 
The Federal Court System” 2014). Particularly, Federal District Court judges are the focus of the 
quantitative component of this study; and these judges hold immense power in shaping the well-
being of its constituents as well as fundamental rights that people hold in the United States. 
State Court systems largely mirror the Federal Court system in that there are State District 
Courts, which handle misdemeanors as well as small claims and civil cases under a certain 
monetary number; State Circuit Courts, which are the highest trial courts and hear cases that 
involve capital offenses and felonies; State Courts of Appeals, which hear appeals from the 
Circuit and District Court levels; and State Supreme Courts, which are the highest courts and the 
final level of appeal in states (“Judicial Branch” 2017). Of interest to this study are State District 
Courts: specifically, judges in Kentucky District Courts are involved in the qualitative study. 
Kentucky District Courts are courts of limited jurisdiction that specifically handle “juvenile 
matters, city and county ordinances, misdemeanors, violations, traffic offenses, probate of wills, 
arraignments, felony probable cause hearings, small claims involving $2,500 or less, civil cases 
involving $5,000 or less, voluntary and involuntary mental commitments and cases relating to 
domestic violence and abuse” (“District Court” 2020).  
Though it was the Founder’s intention to keep the judiciary independent and free from 
political interests, judicial nominations to Federal Courts and the Supreme Court have been 
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increasingly politicized in recent years. In addition to this fact, many legal scholars have become 
concerned about the judiciary’s lack of representativeness compared to the general United States 
population. As the Center for American Progress points out, when the judiciary is not reflective 
of the population, it threatens the institution’s legitimacy and enforcement of judicial rulings, 
especially in light of the more overtly political judicial nominations in recent years (Root et al. 
2019). Statistically, 80% of sitting U.S. Federal judges are white, and 73% of those judges are 
male. LGBTQ+ Federal judges comprise less than 1% of the total. People of color and women, 
together, comprise just 20% of the federal judiciary. In stark contrast to these statistics are the 
population demographics of the United States, of which 40% are people of color, 51% are 
women, and 4.5% are LGBTQ+ persons (Root et al. 2019). Therefore, women, people of color, 
and LGBTQ individuals are severely underrepresented among the federal judiciary, and have 
been for the entirety of the life of the judiciary. Further, this means that there has been a single, 
Eurocentric, male perspective dominating federal judicial decisions. Lastly, this statistical trend 
is present in the U.S. State Court system as well – with just 34% of women being elected judges 
(Warner et al. 2018). 
In addition, while some former Presidents – such as Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton, and Barack 
Obama – have attempted to correct this disparity of representation in Federal Courts, under the 
current term of President Trump, judicial appointments have been the least gender and 
racially/ethnically diverse pool of judges of any president in the past three decades (Root et al. 
2019). In fact, the Center for American Progress argues having Federal judges that are more 
representative of the population it serves will allow for more balanced and thoughtful judicial 
rulings due to the varying viewpoints and life experiences a diverse pool of judges creates – 
which in turn helps to strengthen the institution’s legitimacy and allows the U.S. population to 
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have greater trust and respect for this essential and foundational branch of government (Root et 
al. 2019). In agreement with this sentiment is Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan, who 
thoughtfully stated, “People look at an institution and they see people who are like them, who 
share their experiences, who they imagine share their set of values, and that’s sort of a natural 
thing; and they feel more comfortable if that occurs” (Root et al. 2019). 
This study is important because it attempts to address this lack of representation among 
the Federal Court and State Court systems. Specifically, this study hopes to analyze how a 
judge’s gender impacts the judicial decision-making process. For the purposes of this study, 
gender is defined as “the socially constructed characteristics of women and men – such as norms, 
roles and relationships of and between groups of women and men” (“Gender” 2019). 
Additionally, an individual’s gender (as described above) is different from their sex, which is the 
anatomy of one’s reproductive system as well as one’s secondary sex characteristics. 
Furthermore, gender can be distinguished into gender role, which is when societal roles are 
expected of individuals based on their sex. One’s gender role can be distinguished from their 
gender identity, which is a personal identification with one’s gender based on internal awareness. 
In some cases, one’s sex and gender does not align, in which the person may be transgender, 
non-binary, or gender-nonconforming (Evans). Given the statistical coding of the database being 
used in the quantitative study and the lack of LBGTQ+ persons in the federal judiciary 
historically, gender is quantitatively assessed as either male or female; and the language used in 
the quantitative study is “male” and “female” due to the way the variable “gender” is coded. In 
addition, gender is defined in a binary sense in the qualitative study as well because the judges 
were identified as being either a man or a woman in the 2018 Kentucky midterm judicial election 
results. 
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The quantitative study – which was conducted in the 2019 spring semester in a Political 
Science Methodology class with the help of Emily Compton and Ian Duncan –  investigates 
whether a Federal District Court judge’s gender has a statistically significant influence on the 
ideological direction (which is either liberal, meaning the decision was in favor of the petitioner, 
or conservative, meaning the decision was against the petitioner) of the outcome of judicial 
decisions. There are limitations to the way the variable “liberal” and “conservative” are 
quantitatively measured, including the idea that liberal and conservative are not the only kinds of 
political ideologies; and the first section in Appendix A addresses these issues. The data was 
examined through bivariate regression analysis on SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences) and was pulled from the 2016 Carp-Manning database, which contains over 110,000 
federal district court decisions as well as the federal judges’ attributes from 1927 to 2012. The 
hypothesis for this study is that female Federal District Court judges would rule more liberally 
than male judges in all categories of cases in the dataset (including criminal justice cases, civil 
liberties cases, and economic and labor cases).  
In contrast to the quantitative study, the qualitative study analyzes more deeply how State 
Court judges perceive their gender to impact their judicial decision-making process. An 
intriguing example that breaks the pattern of 34% of women being elected to State Court is seen 
in the pool of elected District Court judges for District #30 – Jefferson County, Louisville, 
Kentucky. In the 2018 midterm elections, 88% (or 15 out of the 17) elected District Court judges 
were women. This proportion of women judges is especially intriguing considering only 51.66% 
of persons in Louisville identify as women (“Louisville, Kentucky Population 2019” 2019). 
Furthermore, this study involves in-person interviews with the eight out of 17 participating 
District Court judges from this district, and the interview questions are separated into three 
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distinct categories – General Questions, which aim to gather judges’ background information; 
National Quantitative Questions, which aim to analyze a Judge’s perspective on gender’s 
statistical connection to the ideological direction of the outcome of judicial decisions; and lastly, 
Judicial Decision-Making questions, which are grounded in Political Science theory on that 
topic.  
The content of the eight judges’ responses to the interview questions is examined using a 
thematic content analysis, focusing on the frequent mentioning of “life experience,” “fairness,” 
and “respect” by the judges and how these concepts play a role in the judges’ interactions in the 
courtroom as well as in their decision-making. A second analysis section focuses on comparing 
and contrasting the interview responses to the questions utilized in the thematic content chapters 
based on the judges’ gender. The findings of this section contain a component associating several 
attributes of gender stereotypes to the content of the judges’ responses and how those stereotypes 
may play a role in the women judges’ electability and in their overwhelming majority on District 
Court in Louisville, Kentucky. The findings also involve an argument made by Judge Vanessa 
Ruiz concerning the importance of how increasing the representation of women in the judiciary 
strengthens the institution’s legitimacy. In the conclusion, the findings, limitations, and 
directions for future research for both of the studies are discussed. In total, this study provides a 
unique approach to the vast qualitative and quantitative studies of the influences of judicial 
decision-making through two-tiered approach: the quantitative analysis of the statistical impact 
of judges’ gender on the outcomes of cases as well as the qualitative analysis of judges’ 
perspectives on the influences of their decision-making, including gender and life experience. 
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National Quantitative Study 
Abstract 
This is a study of the relationship between the gender of Federal District Court judges 
and judicial decision-making. The dependent variable is the ideological direction of Federal 
District Court decisions. The primary independent variable is gender of judges. Control variables 
include the judge's race; political party identification; year of appointment; state; and category of 
case (which includes criminal justice cases, civil liberties cases, and economic regulation cases). 
The statistical analysis program used in this study is SPSS. We expect to find that female judges 



















In his 2010 article – “Legal Formalism and Legal Realism: What Is The Issue?” – Leiter  
discusses the two principle theories of adjudication, known as formalism and realism. Formalist 
theory is defined as viewing the law as being rationally determinate and as independent from 
other kinds of reasoning (such as morality or philosophy). In contrast, realism is defined as 
viewing law to be rationally indeterminate and considering other “normal practices” or recurring 
factual patterns. This article is pertinent to this study due to its discussion of the two prominent 
theories of adjudication, which provides a basis for understanding and for analyzing what 
constitutes judicial decision-making. Additionally, legal realism specifically allows for 
components other than one’s rationality to be considered in judicial decision-making. 
Drobak and North (2008) in their article, “Understanding Judicial Decision-Making: The 
Importance of Constraints on Non-Rational Deliberations,” conducted a qualitative analysis of 
judicial decision-making and its contributing factors. They cited the traditional model of judicial 
decision-making as being founded in constitution- or statute-based rational choice theory, but 
argued that the model only explains part of the process. Throughout the article, the authors delve 
into various theories of human decision-making from a variety of social science fields to 
conclude that judicial decisions are best explained by experiences, belief systems, and simple 
rules of decision. While appreciating the benefits of judicial discretion, the authors call for its 
restriction with more rational approaches. This article provides the theoretical foundation on 
which quantitative research on the topic of judicial decision-making is based. Though this article 
does not make predictions or have “findings” in the quantitative sense, from it, we can begin to 
understand variables that may affect judicial decision making, which will allow us to control for 
them. The theories included could also help us explain the reasoning behind disconnect between 
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rationality and judicial decisions, which is important to the development of our theory because 
our hypothesis indicates gender (and gender-based experiences), a non-rational factor, influences 
judicial decision-making. 
Kulik, Perry, and Pepper, in their 2003 article titled “Here Comes the Judge: The 
Influence of Judge Characteristics on Federal Sexual Harassment Outcomes,” studied the effects 
of judges' personal characteristics (gender, race, age, and political affiliation) and case 
characteristics on the outcomes of federal cases of hostile environment sexual harassment. The 
independent variables were gender, race, age, and political affiliation of the judge. The 
dependent variable was the outcome of federal cases. They controlled for the characteristics of 
the case. The results of the study indicated there were no effects on the decisions due to race or 
gender. However, age and political affiliation of the judge played a significant role in the 
outcome of cases. Specifically, Kulik, et. Al (2003) found that younger judges and judges 
appointed by Democrats were more likely to decide in favor of the plaintiff, which is considered 
a liberal outcome. For our study, this research reveals that the age and political affiliation of the 
judge can influence his or her decision-making. Though our study is focused on gender, it is 
useful to understand other factors that influence judicial decision-making so that we may control 
for them – specifically, judges’ party affiliation and judges’ year of appointment. 
Collins, Manning, and Carp (2010) examined the role of gender in legal decision-making 
by applying critical mass theory to the U.S. federal district courts. Furthermore, this study 
analyzed whether behavior differences manifested in decision-making of male versus female 
judges. The primary independent variable was gender of the judge. The dependent variable 
indicated the ideological direction of the decision, scored one for a conservative decision and 
zero for a liberal decision. The researchers controlled for ideological preferences of the Supreme 
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Court and supervisory court of appeals. The study found that gender differences of judges appear 
to be greatest in criminal justice cases, where women were significantly more likely to hand 
down a liberal decision than their male counterparts. It was also evident that the impact of gender 
could potentially be contingent upon the presence of other women in the courtroom (which is 
what critical mass theory is defined as). This article will be useful to our study because it shows 
evidence of different decision making by male and female judges. Our study is testing a similar 
hypothesis, that gender influences judicial decision-making mainly in criminal justice cases. 
However, our study will not involve critical mass theory and will be more concerned with 
analyzing the behavior differences manifested in all types of decisions by male and female 
judges. 
Boyd and Nelson’s 2017 article, “The Effects of Trial Judge Gender and Public Opinion 
on Criminal Sentencing Decisions,” studied the effects of a trial judge’s gender in criminal 
sentencing decisions by analyzing the varying severity between the sentences given by male and 
female judges. The primary independent variable was gender of judge, and the dependent 
variable was the U.S. Bureau of Justice sentencing harshness scale. The researchers controlled 
for type of case by only studying marijuana cases and looked only at trial courts on the state 
level. The study found no significant evidence that female judges decide cases differently than 
male judges, except when female judges are deciding cases in which the defendants are female. 
In those cases, females are more lenient than male judges. This article will contribute to our 
study because it does showcase a difference in judicial sentences for female and male judges in 
some cases, but is restricted to state trial courts. This study is applicable to our study because it 
shares a similar hypothesis, the idea that gender influences sentencing and case outcomes for 
male and female judges. Our study will be applied to judges at the Federal District Court level, 
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making its predictions and findings more widely applicable than at the state trial court level. 
Additionally, our study does not measure the differences in the severity of sentencing; rather, it 

























Previous studies have shown how judicial decision-making can be divided into legal 
formalism (which views law as being rationally determinate) and legal realism (which views law 
as being rationally indeterminate) (see Leiter 2010). Furthermore, a later qualitative study 
revealed that the traditional model of judicial decision-making is limited because human 
decisions – including judicial decisions – are best explained by experiences, belief systems, and 
simple rules of decision (see Drobak and North 2008). Similarly, a qualitative study found that 
race and gender had no effect on outcomes of cases of hostile environment sexual harassment but 
that judges who are younger and appointed by Democratic presidents are more likely to decide in 
favor of the defendants (see Kulik, Perry, and Pepper 2003). Another study applied critical mass 
theory to the U.S. federal district courts and found that female judges were significantly more 
likely to hand down a liberal decision than male judges and that women judges’ legal decisions 
could be contingent upon the presence of other women in the courtroom (see Collins, Manning, 
and Carp 2010). Finally, a study by Boyd and Nelson (2017) found no significant evidence that 
female trial judges differ from male trial judges in criminal sentencing decisions, except when 
the defendants are female. 
Hypothesis 
H1: Female judges will rule more liberally than male judges in all categories of federal 









The dataset used in this study is the Carp-Manning U.S. District Court Case Database, 
which was compiled by Robert A. Carp and Kenneth L. Manning in 2016. This dataset contains 
several attributes of federal district court judges as well as decision-making data from over 
110,000 Federal District Court decisions from 1927 to 2012. Each court case in this dataset 
contains a unique, eight-digit identification number, which can be used to trace the case ruling 
documents published in the Federal Supplement (the primary publication venue for U.S. district 
court rulings). Some attributes of the judges included in this dataset are the judge’s appointment 
year, appointing president, political party identification, race, gender, and ethnicity. Decision-
making data include the following variables – the city, state, circuit, month, and year in which 
the case was decided; the decision ideology, the case type, and the case type category. All 
variables used in our study come from the Carp-Manning U.S. District Court Case Database.  
Our dependent variable is decision ideology, and it is an ordinal-level variable. To 
measure this, we use the Carp-Manning U.S. District Court Case Database variable “libcon”, 
which is labeled as Liberal/Conservative – liberal, meaning the decision was in favor of the 
petitioner; and, conservative, meaning the decision was against the petitioner. The variable is 
measured as follows: Conservative = 0; Liberal = 1. Our primary independent variable is gender, 
and it is also an ordinal-level variable. “Gender” is labeled as “Judge’s Gender” and is measured 
as follows: Female = 0 and Male = 1.  
Control variables include party identification, year of appointment, race, category of case, 
and state. Party identification is a nominal variable, is labeled as “Judge’s Party Affiliation,” and 
is measured as follows: Democrat = 1; Republican = 2; Independent/Other/Unknown = 3. Year 
of appointment is measured as an interval-level variable (1900-2012) and is labeled “year of 
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appointment.” Race is a nominal variable, is labeled as “Judge’s Race,” and is measured as 
follows: White/Caucasian = 1; African-American/black = 2; Latino/Hispanic = 3; Asian-
American = 4; Native American = 5; Other = 6.  
To measure category of case, we combined two existing variables from the dataset: 
category and case type. Category assigned each case to one of three categories: Criminal Justice 
Cases, Civil Liberties/Rights Cases, and Labor and Economic Cases. Case-type identified the 
specific issue of the case out of 31 possible types. We analyzed the category variable to discover 
which case type each of the three categories addressed and then recoded it to include those case 
types. Our analysis and recoding produced three variables – each nominal, and each containing 
the nature of cases that fall under that category.  
The first category/variable is “crimjust_cat”, which is labeled as “Criminal Justice” and is 
measured as follows: Habeas Corpus-US = 1; Habeas Corpus-state = 2; Criminal Court Motions 
= 3; Contempt of Court = 4; Convictions or Non-conviction of a criminal offense = 5; (31) U.S. 
Sentencing Guidelines cases = 6. The second variable measuring category of cases is 
“civlib_cat”, which is labeled as “Civil Liberties/ Rights” and is measured as followed: Alien 
Petitions = 1; Native American rights and laws = 2; Right-to-Vote and Apportionment cases = 3; 
Racial Minority Discrimination = 4; Fourteenth Amendment cases and U.S. Civil Rights Acts 
cases = 5; Military Exclusion = 6; Freedom of Expression = 7; Freedom of Religion = 8; 
Women’s Rights and Legal Status = 9; Rights of the Disabled and Handicapped = 10; Reverse 
Discrimination Cases involving Race = 11; Reverse Discrimination for Gender = 12; The Right 
to Privacy = 13; Age Discrimination cases = 14. The third category is “econreg_cat”, which is 
labeled as “Economic Regulation and/or Labor” and is measured as follows: Social Security 
disability cases = 1; Union versus Company = 2; Union Members verse Union, or Employees 
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versus Union = 3; Employee versus Employer = 4; Commercial Regulation by the U.S. 
Government = 5; Environmental Protection cases, Pure Food and Drug cases, and Consumer 
Protection cases = 6; State and Local Economic Regulation cases = 7; Secretary of Labor versus 
either an Employer or a Labor Union (1933-72) = 8; Rent Control, Excessive Profit, and Price 
Control = 9; Secretary of Labor (or the N.L.R.B.) versus an Employer = 10; Secretary of Labor 
(or the N.L.R.B.) versus a Union or Employees = 11.  
Lastly, state is a nominal variable, is labeled as “state/territory in which the case was 
decided,” and is measured as follows: Alabama = 1; Alaska = 2; Arizona = 3; Arkansas = 4; 
California = 5; Colorado = 6; Connecticut = 7; Delaware = 8; Florida = 9; Georgia = 10; Hawaii 
= 11; Idaho = 12;  Illinois = 13 ; Indiana = 14; Iowa = 15; Kansas = 16; Kentucky = 17; 
Louisiana = 18; Maine = 19; Maryland = 20; Massachusetts = 21; Michigan = 22; Minnesota = 
23; Mississippi = 24; Missouri = 25; Montana = 26; Nebraska = 27; Nevada = 28; New 
Hampshire = 29; New Jersey = 30; New Mexico = 31; New York = 32; North Carolina = 33; 
North Dakota = 34; Ohio = 35; Oklahoma = 36; Oregon = 37; Pennsylvania = 38; Rhode Island 
= 39; South Carolina = 40; South Dakota = 41; Tennessee = 42; Texas = 43; Utah = 44; Vermont 
= 45; Virginia = 46; Washington = 47; West Virginia = 48, Wisconsin = 49; Wyoming = 50; 
Puerto Rico = 51; Virgin Islands = 52; Canal Zone = 53; Guam = 54; Washington, D.C. = 55; 










To further analyze the data, we first ran frequencies on all variables (See Appendix A). 
Out of all the cases included in the dataset, 57.6% of them were labeled as having conservative 
decision ideology, in that the case was decided against the petitioner; and 42.4% of the case 
outcomes were liberal, in that the case was decided in favor of the petitioner. Most of the cases 
were decided by males, and only 10.7% of them were decided by females. The categories of 
cases were fairly evenly decided – with 27% of decisions being Criminal Justice Cases, 39.8% 
being Civil Liberties/Rights Cases, and 33.2% being Labor and Economic Cases. Finally, the 
most common case type (or issue) involved within each category was criminal court motions, 
which were 52.5% of the Criminal Justice Cases; 14th Amendment cases, which were 40.8% of 
Civil Liberties/Rights Cases; and employee v. employer cases, which were 25.3% of the Labor 
and Economic Regulation Cases. 
We then ran correlations on all of our variables to further examine any statistically 
significant relationships between them (See Appendix A). Statistical significance refers to the p-
value (which can be seen in the “Sig” column in the regression models) being less than 0.05, 
which indicates there is less than a 5% chance that the results are chance or random. In addition, 
bivariate correlations test whether there is a linear relationship between two variables, though it 
does not test for causation. As can be seen from the correlation results, eight independent 
variables are significantly related to the dependent variable – decision ideology: liberal or 
conservative. These variables are party, state, year of appointment, gender, and case category as 
well as criminal justice, civil rights, and economic regulation categories. We have identified 
party, gender, and the categories as the most notable of the relationships. Party is significantly 
and negatively associated with decision ideology, but since it is a nominal variable, we could not 
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tell the exact impact of that relationship using correlation analysis because the particular 
numerical coding numbers for the variable “party” have no inherent value. Gender is 
significantly negatively associated with decision ideology – which means as the value of gender 
decreases, (i.e., the judge is female), the value of “lib/con” increases, meaning the decision 
ideology is liberal. Case category, overall, and the isolated criminal justice, civil rights, and 
economic regulation variables are all significantly positively associated with decision ideology; 
however, since they are nominal variables, we cannot know the exact impact of these 
associations. 
To further analyze the relationship between variables in this study, we utilized  
bivariate regression analysis. Bivariate regression is a statistical technique that estimates the 
strength of the relationships among dependent and independent variables. Specifically, it helps to 
explain how the value of the dependent variable changes when any one of the independent 
variables is varied, while the other independent variables remain fixed. A simple regression 
equation is represented by: 
Y = a + bX +e 
where Y = the value of the Dependent variable (Y); 
a = constant, or the value of Y when the value of X=0; 
b = coefficient of X, or how much Y changes for each one-unit change in X; 
X = the value of the Independent variable, or what is predicting the value of Y; 
e = error term 
For this study, the regression equations are as follows: 
 (libcon) = a + b1(Judge’s Gender)1 + b2(Judge’s Party Affiliation)2 + b3(year of 
appointment)3 + b4(Judge’s Race) 4 + b5(category of case)5 + b6(state)6 + e 




(libcon) = a + b1(Judge’s Gender)1 + b2(Judge’s Party Affiliation)2 + b3(year of 
appointment)3 + b4(Judge’s Race) 4 + b5(crimjust_cat)5 + b6(state)6 + e 
 
(libcon) = a + b1(Judge’s Gender)1 + b2(Judge’s Party Affiliation)2 + b3(year of 
appointment)3 + b4(Judge’s Race) 4 + b5(civlib_cat)5 + b6(state)6 + e 
 
(libcon) = a + b1(Judge’s Gender)1 + b2(Judge’s Party Affiliation)2 + b3(year of 
appointment)3 + b4(Judge’s Race) 4 + b5(econreg_cat)5 + b6(state)6 + e 
 
Next, we ran a bivariate regression analysis on these variables. Our study includes 
four models that are all the same except for one of the control variables in each model. In the 
first model, the control variable “category of case” is the original variable that labels each case 
with one of three categories. The second, third, and fourth, models then isolate each case 
category that takes the place of the original category control variable, as shown in the regression 
equations above. The results of the analysis of model one are shown in Table 1 below. 
Table 1 




As the findings from Table 1 demonstrate, the following variables are significant 
influences on the dependent variable: gender, party, year of appointment, category, and state. 
Our primary independent variable, gender, is significantly negatively associated with 
liberal/conservative decision ideology, which means as the value of gender decreases, the value 
of liberal/conservative increases. Since gender is coded as “0” for female and “1” for male and 
lib/con is coded as “0” for conservative and “1” for liberal, this means females are more likely to 
judge liberally. Party has a negative, significant influence upon liberal/conservative decisions, 
meaning as the value of party decreases, the value of liberal/conservative increases. Since party 
is coded as “1” for Democrat, “2” for Republican, and “3” for Independent/unknown, and 
decision ideology is coded as “0” for Conservative and “1” for Liberal, that means judges who 
are Democrats are significantly more likely to produce liberal decisions. Year of appointment is 
significantly positively associated with decision ideology – which means as the value of year of 
appointment increases, the value of decision ideology increases. In other words, the more 
recently a judge was appointed to the bench, the more likely they are to rule liberally. 
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Category is significantly positively associated with decision ideology, and state is significantly 
negatively associated with decision ideology; but since they are nominal variables,  
we cannot determine the direction of these associations. 
In our next regression model (seen in Table 2), we used the isolated criminal justice case 
category as a control variable. Party, year of appointment, and state are all still significant and in 
the same direction as Table 1. However, gender, is no longer significant when controlling 
criminal justice cases. Race becomes significantly negatively associated with liberal/conservative 
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In regression model three, we used the isolated civil rights category as a control variable. 
In this model, our primary independent variable, gender, has a negative statistically significant 
influence on decision ideology. This relationship means that women are significantly more likely 
to judge liberally in civil liberties cases. Additionally, party and state are still significant and in 
the same direction as regression model one (See Table 1). Year of appointment, however, has a 
significant negative influence on liberal/conservative in civil liberties cases, which means as the 
value of year of appointment decreases (i.e. the older the judge), the value of decision ideology 
increases – meaning that the older the judge, the more likely he or she is to judge liberally in 








Finally, our fourth regression model uses Labor and Economic Regulation cases as a 
control variable (See Table 4). Gender, party, and year of appointment are the only significant 
variables in economic regulation cases. Interestingly, while state was a statistically significant 
variable in criminal justice cases and civil liberties cases, it was not statistically significant for 
economic regulation cases. Furthermore, gender has a significant negative influence on decision 
ideology, which means women judge more liberally in economic and labor cases. Party has 
remained a significant negative influence throughout all the models, which indicates Democrats 
are more likely to judge more liberally. In this model, year of appointment has a statistically 
significant positive influence on liberal/conservative decision ideology. In other words, newly 












All of these findings among the independent variables are interesting, but the most 
notable findings lie with the primary independent variable: gender. Women are more likely to 
judge liberally across all categories; but when isolated to specific categories, women judge more 
liberally in civil rights and labor and economic cases but not criminal justice cases. This 
singularity is best explained by Graph 1, which shows the percentage of each decision ideology 
within each case category and within each gender. The chart clearly shows that the percentage of 
women who judge liberally in criminal justice cases is less than men; the percentage of women 
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who judge liberally in Civil Rights/Liberties cases is higher than men; and the percentage of 
women who judge liberally in Labor and Economic Cases is higher than men. Although there is 
visibly a small difference, both Civil Rights and Labor and Economic cases are highly 
statistically significant in our regression models above. 
Graph 1 
 
To discover what specific issues women judge more liberally on, we constructed a 
crosstab analysis looking within each case category (See Appendix A). The percent differences 
of women and men who judge liberally in criminal justice cases are restricted to about 2-3 points 
on average, meaning there is not much decision deviation within the genders in those cases. In 
civil rights cases, however, the difference in percentages of women and men who judge liberally 
have a much wider range. The most notable findings from this category are these: female judges 
are 1.09x more likely judge liberally in racial discrimination cases, 1.14x more likely in freedom 
of expression cases, 1.13x more likely in freedom of religion cases, 1.14x more likely in 
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women’s rights cases, and 1.25x more likely to judge liberally in right to privacy cases. Labor 
and Economic Regulation follows a similar pattern with several more interesting findings: 
women are 1.19x more likely to rule liberally in union v. company cases, 1.16x more likely in 
employee v. employer cases, 1.15x more likely in commercial regulation cases, and 1.17x more 
likely in labor disputes that are government v. union or company. All of these relative rates, 
coupled with the correlation and regression analyses, construct an interesting profile of the 
average female Federal District Court judge. She is tougher on racial discrimination; more 
protective of freedom of expression, religion, and the right to privacy; more supportive of 



















In our study, we hypothesized that female judges will rule more liberally than male 
judges in all categories of Federal District Court cases. Our hypothesis was supported in two of 
the three categories of cases – civil liberties cases and economic and labor courses. Statistically 
significant variables of all four regression models include the primary independent variable, 
judge’s gender, and three control variables – judge’s party affiliation; year of appointment; and 
state. The control variable, race, was significant only in criminal justice cases. Ultimately, 
through regression analysis, we found that women are more likely to judge liberally across all 
categories. However, when specific case categories are isolated, women judge more liberally in 
civil rights and labor and economic cases – but not criminal justice cases. 
This study is important because it attempts to address if and how gender impacts judicial 
outcomes in certain cases, which is especially relevant given the recent surge in the number of 
women elected to judicial positions throughout the United States. Previous studies have shown 
how judicial decision-making can be divided into legal formalism (which views law as being 
rationally determinate) and legal realism (which views law as being rationally indeterminate) 
(see Leiter 2010). Another study unveiled that the traditional model of judicial decision-making 
is limited in scope because such decisions are better explained by experiences, beliefs, and rules 
of decision (see Drobak and North 2008). Furthermore, our study is supported by the first two 
aforementioned studies because it shows that there are more factors significantly impacting 
judicial decision-making (such as one’s gender and gender-based experiences) other than 
rationality and the traditional model of judicial decision-making. 
Next, one other study revealed gender and race were not statistically significant in 
outcomes of cases involving sexual harassment. The study also revealed age and party ideology 
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were significant to case outcomes – meaning younger, Democratic judges ruled in favor of 
defendants (see Kulik, Perry, and Pepper 2003). In our study, we controlled for judges’ party 
affiliation and year of appointment and found similar statistically significant results. We found 
Democratic judges were more likely to decide in favor of petitioners (a liberal decision outcome) 
and newly appointed judges tend to deliver liberal decisions as well. Moreover, one study by 
Collins, Manning, and Carp (2010) of judicial decisions in Federal District Court found that 
female judges were significantly more likely to deliver liberal judicial decisions than male judges 
and that female judges could be contingent upon the presence of other women in the courtroom. 
While our study does not account for critical mass theory, it does support the study’s findings 
that gender statistically significantly impacts judicial decision-making at the Federal District 
Court level. 
Lastly, a study by Boyd and Nelson (2017) found no significant evidence that female 
state trial judges differ from male state trial judges in criminal sentencing decisions, except when 
the defendants are female. Our study’s findings coincide with these results in that gender was not 
significant in the outcomes of criminal justice cases on the federal district court level, but our 
dataset did not provide us with enough information to consider the impact of the gender of the 
defendants. Considering the results of this study, gender could have possibly been statistically 
significant in criminal justice cases if we had a dataset containing information on the gender of 
defendants in criminal justice cases. Additionally, while we found gender was not statistically 
significant in criminal justice cases, interestingly, this regression analysis suggests that race is a 
more influential factor than gender in criminal justice cases. Race could be statistically 
significant in these cases because the U.S. criminal justice system – especially with regard to the 
“War on Drugs” – tends to disproportionately arrest black males more than any segment of the 




Furthermore, no research in our literature review appeared to control for the state in 
which the judge made his or her decision; however, we did find that state was statistically 
significant in our study across all case types except for economic regulation cases. Interestingly, 
one would suspect that of all the case types, economic regulation cases would be most 
statistically impacted by the state the judicial decision was made (more so than criminal justice 
cases and civil liberties cases). What this may suggest, then, is that Federal District Court judges 
are more likely to deviate from federal law when it comes to civil liberties cases and criminal 
justice cases but not economic regulation cases. 
Overall, our study coincides with the literature that supports the idea there are more 
factors involved in judicial decision-making than previous theories (legalism versus formalism) 
and models (traditional model of judicial decision-making) have suggested. Our study controlled 
for significant factors other than gender, including party affiliation and appointment year, which 
are supported by previous studies that found party affiliation and age to be impactful in judicial 
decision-making. Additionally, while our study does not account for critical mass theory, it does 
support a similar study’s findings that gender significantly impacts judicial decision-making at 
the Federal District Court level.  
Our study is important because it analyzes the effects of gender on the ideology of 
judicial decision-making at the Federal District Court level. Generally, our study involved a 
larger number of federal cases and more control variables than previous studies and also 
analyzed gender’s impact on the ideological outcome of multiple case categories (criminal 
justice, civil liberties, and labor and economic cases) and in case categories overall. However, 
there were some weaknesses present in this study. Namely, not having data available on the 
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gender of defendants in criminal justice cases (or any cases at all) limited our scope in analyzing 
the effect of judge’s gender on the outcome of criminal justice cases. As previously stated, it is 
possible that if we were able to control for defendants’ gender in such cases, judges’ gender 
would have been more significant in decision outcomes in criminal justice cases, even if just in 
the cases where a female defendant was present. Additionally, we experienced problems with 
how variables were measured. Particularly, many of our significant variables (such as party and 
state) were nominal variables, meaning their particular numerical coding numbers have no 
inherent value. This proves to be the most problematic when analyzing correlative (positive and 
negative) relationships between variables because you must analyze relationships in light of the 
fact the numerical coding has no inherent value, so we could not simply state whether there was 
a negative or positive relationship. If this study could have been done differently, we would have 
controlled for defendant gender and would have liked to have more attributes of judges that were 
not nominal variables to control for more factors influencing the ideology of judicial decisions 
and to more accurately describe the relationships between variables. 
In conclusion, future research should involve the analysis of more normative 
characteristics of judges (such as race and gender) in specific cases. We would recommend 
researchers to have a general case category and then analyze specific categories and specific 
natures of cases within those categories in order to obtain a comprehensive (both a broad and 
narrow) understanding of the effects of gender on ideology of judicial decisions to understand 
where the real differences in judicial decision-making lie. (For example, the results of our study 
revealed that gender was significant in the ideology of case outcomes overall, but not in criminal 
justice cases). Additionally, it is very interesting to see the specific percentage differences in 
cases where gender is significant in judge gender and ideology as mentioned in the crosstab 
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analysis in our findings. These findings ultimately help to construct a judicial decision-making 
identity for Federal District Court female judges. Intriguingly, though there are so few of female 
Federal District Court judges deciding cases – approximately 10.7% in this dataset – statistically, 
they are making a significant impact in the outcomes of certain categories and types of cases. 
Due to these findings, gender’s impact on the ideology of judicial outcomes should be studied 
more frequently and comprehensively because the number, and, thus, the impact of female 
judges in Federal District Court (and other court levels) will only increase. Ultimately, theories 
behind why gender may influence judicial decision-making should be analyzed more thoroughly 
due to the statistical significance of gender in order to better understand the future direction of 
decision-making of Federal District Court judges and to consider whether this impact is 
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Connection between Quantitative Study and Qualitative Study 
 In the quantitative component of this study, the findings illustrated how a Federal District 
Court judge’s gender had statistically significant influence on the ideological direction of case 
outcomes in case categories overall – specifically, meaning that women judges ruled more 
liberally in all categories of cases. However, when case categories were isolated, Federal District 
Court women judges were found to rule more liberally in civil liberties and labor and economic 
regulation cases – but not in criminal justice cases, where a judge’s race was found to be 
statistically significant. It is intriguing to consider that only 10.7% of cases in this dataset were 
decided by women judges, yet, there was a statistically significant relationship between women 
judges and their case outcomes being liberal. This finding led me to the following question: 
What would the extent of the impact of a judge’s gender be with an increased presence of 
women in the judiciary? The next component of this study, which utilizes a qualitative approach, 
attempts to explore this question with an interesting sample of District Court judges in 
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Local Qualitative Study 
Abstract 
This study is a local qualitative analysis of the impact of a judge's gender on the judicial 
decision-making process. The participants in the study include eight out of seventeen local 
District Court Judges from District #30 in Jefferson County, Louisville, Kentucky. The reason 
for engaging with this particular pool of judges is because, statistically, their percentage of 
women judges (which is 88%) is aberrant compared to the state and federal statistics of women 
judges (which is 34% and 27% being women judges, respectively). There were eight District 
Court Judges who participated in interviews for the purpose of providing a more in-depth 


















 Lawrence Baum’s book “The Puzzle of Judicial Behavior” (1997) is primarily focused on 
assessing the current state of knowledge of judicial behavior and suggests that more diverse 
research will help build greater knowledge of judicial behavior (in theories, methods, and subject 
matters). His book is divided into five chapters: General Perspectives, Legal Policy and Other 
Goals; Law and Policy; Strategic Behavior; and Looking to the Future. In chapter one, he 
discusses that a successful model of judicial decision-making is one that moves beyond 
prediction to actually identifying fundamental sources of judicial behavior. This model of 
provides a framework for analysis of judicial decision-making that is grounded in the concept of 
goals and requires the assumption that judicial behavior is, by nature, goal-oriented to some 
degree. Baum argues that this framework encompasses the major issues of scholarship in this 
area because it is framed in terms of efforts to identify the determinants of judges’ choices and 
addresses the underlying questions of what judges seek and how they go about trying to achieve 
it (11). Baum’s goal-oriented framework for analyzing judicial behavior provides the basis for 
many of the qualitative interview questions in this study, particularly the section concerning 
“General Questions.” 	
Robert Carp’s and C.K. Rowland’s book “Policymaking and Politics in the Federal District 
Courts” (1983) centers on an investigation of the possible link between the attributes and 
backgrounds of judges and their judicial decision-making. This discussion is grounded in data, 
specifically, the case outcomes of over 27,000 federal district court cases by over 1,000 judges 
over a 44-year period. The ultimate conclusion of this book is that, without “compelling legal 
guidelines,” judges tend to be more influenced by their “democratic subculture” which involves 
one’s personal values, regional values, and the traditions associated with particular federal 
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districts and circuits. In addition, in this book, Carp and Rowland criticize the notion of 
mechanical jurisprudence and the two general analytic frameworks of judicial decision-making – 
organizational (judicial decisions viewed as the product of “work groups” in which prosecutors, 
judges, defense attorneys, and others interact and cooperate on a regular basis) and psychometric 
(which focus on the values and psychological factors that influence the decisions of judges) (12). 
Carp and Rowland also illuminate the fact that social sciences have found significant links 
between judicial backgrounds and judges’ policy propensities (6).  Similar to this concept 
discussed by Carp and Rowland is the idea that when judges are faced with new or difficult 
questions, judges are guided by a “stream of tendency” – a term coined by Benjamin Cardozo in 
1921 – that is comprised of instincts, traditional beliefs, and acquired convictions to resolve legal 
questions in the absence of clear legal guidelines (6). The concepts from Carp and Rowland, 
particularly the link between judges’ attributes and decisions and the idea of a stream of 
tendency, helped to comprise the interview questions that address gender as well as the theory-
focused questions in the third category of questions.  
 One other book by Carp and Rowland called “Politics & Judgment in Federal District 
Courts” (1996) delves further into their previous research involves analyzing the link between 
judges’ attributes and their judicial decisions. This book draws from their own database of over 
45,000 court rulings in federal district courts to discuss the link between several attributes of 
judges, such as federal appointments and geographic location, and the outcome of judicial 
decisions. The authors question whether there is a link between a judge’s political ideology and 
the outcome of their decision and whether that link would be a product of personal motives or 
legalistic judgment. Additionally, chapters six and seven delve into critiques critique of the 
behavioral models of trial judging as being too mechanistic in nature, especially when judges are 
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required to make policy in response to new legal questions without precise controlling norms or 
rules; and the authors propose a more comprehensive theory in chapter seven, based on social 
cognition, for understanding judicial judgment. Carp and Rowland also identify three types of 
judicial decision-makers – activists (“lawmakers” who take a broad view of the judicial role; 
contend that they can and must make law in their decisions); pragmatists/realists (believe that on 
occasion they are indeed obliged to make law but that for most cases a decision can be made by 
consulting the controlling law); and strict constructionists (who tend to eschew making 
innovative decisions that may depart from the literal meaning of controlling precedents) (142). 
This book by Carp and Rowland helped to create the interview questions regarding political 
ideology (in the second section of questions that focuses national quantitative findings) and the 
three types of judicial decision-makers (in the third section of questions that focuses on judicial 
decision-making theory). 
 Lastly, a book called “Judicial Behavior: A Reader in Theory and Research” by Glendon 
Schubert (1964) is considered to be a foundational, comprehensive source of analysis of judicial 
behavior. Schubert’s book is comprised of five chapters -- “Jurisprudence and Judicial 
Behavior”; “Cultural Anthropology and Judicial Systems”; “Political Sociology and Judicial 
Attributes”; “Social Psychology and Judicial Attributes”; and “Mathematical Prediction of 
Judicial Behavior.” Schubert’s first chapter delves into the main theories behind judicial 
decision-making from the vantage point of differing schools of thought of traditional 
jurisprudence – such as analytical, historical, philosophical, and sociological – versus legal 
realism, which attempts to describe “what courts actually do” (11). Schubert also discusses the 
mechanical theory, the idea that there are absolute legal principles and judges merely “discover” 
them as they make and apply decisions; and he differentiates that from the theory of free legal 
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decision, which is the idea that judges exercise discretion and make choices as to the legal rules 
to be applied (41). Furthermore, Schubert understands the theory of free legal decision to reveal 
the significance of “the human element in the administration of justice” and offers various 
influences – indirect (such as education, family, and personal associations) and direct (such as 
legal and political experience, political affiliations and opinions, and intellectual and 
temperamental traits) – on judicial decisions (43). Schubert’s book helped to identify the various 
influences, direct and indirect, on judicial decision-making; and, generally, these four 
comprehensive sources on judicial decision-making theory were utilized in the qualitative 



















The local qualitative study involves interviewing District Court judges in Jefferson 
County, Louisville, Kentucky. I contacted the District Court judges via email, with the help of 
the District Court Administrator, in August and September of 2019. Eight out of the seventeen 
judges responded to the emails, agreed to participate in the study, and arranged meeting times for 
the interviews. Seven out of the eight interview participants were women and one was a man. 
Furthermore, the interviews occurred in-person from October 2019 to December 2019 in the 
judges’ private offices; and they took approximately 30 to 60 minutes to complete. Before 
beginning the interviews, the judges were asked to read and to sign an Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) survey consent form; and, the interviews, which were all audio-recorded, took place 
immediately thereafter. The testing instruments used in this study are qualitative interview 
questions, and the same questions were asked to each judge in the study. To ensure the judges’ 
confidentiality when analyzing the interview responses, the judges’ names were first arranged in 
a list alphabetically and then were assigned random integers (see Appendix B for the list of 
random integers). After the judges’ names were assigned random numbers, one through 26, the 
random numbers were then associated with their corresponding letter in the alphabet (Haahr). 
Using this method, I will be referring to the judges in the following sections as follows: Judge A, 
Judge S, Judge F, Judge Y, Judge M, Judge Z, Judge H, and Judge U.  
Furthermore, the interview questions were grounded in comprehensive theories of judicial 
decision-making literature and were separated into three components: General Questions, 
Questions Involving National Quantitative Findings, and Questions Regarding Judicial Decision-
Making. The proposed questions asked to all participating district court judges are as follows: 
General Questions: These questions focus on judges’ case load and case types, courtroom 
environment, and goals as a judge. 
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1. What type of undergraduate education and/or legal education did you receive? 
2. How long have you been a District Court judge? 
3. What’s your typical case load each week (i.e., how many cases do you encounter and which 
types of cases do you have most frequently)? 
4. How would you describe courtroom collegiality (e.g., the nature of your work relationships, 
work collaborations, work environment, etc.)? 
5. As a District Court judge, do you believe that decisions in the courtroom are impacted at all by 
a judge’s consideration of voting constituents, specifically regarding re-election as a judge? If so, 
how? 
6. How would you describe the balance between the number of “easy” cases (cases which have a 
substantial amount of precedence to legal considerations) versus “hard” cases (cases which give 
judges a greater degree of freedom to create legal policy)? 
7. How would you describe the balancing of your goals and priorities as a judge (goals and 
priorities like – the content of your legal decisions, your standing with court audiences, your 
career, your standard of living, your short-term professional goals vs. long-term professional 
goals, etc.)?  
>Do you believe gender influences any of the goals and priorities above (such as the 
goals themselves and/or the way you achieve said goals)? If so, how? 
Questions Involving National Quantitative Findings: These questions focus on the literature 
review and results of the quantitative component of my thesis.  
8. If there is ever a link between one’s political ideology and the outcome of one’s judicial 
decisions, do you believe this link to be the product of one’s legalistic judgment or one’s 
personal beliefs and motives?  
>If personal beliefs and motives play any role for you as a judge, do you believe your 
gender ever influences the ideological direction of your decisions? If so, how? What 
types of cases?  
>What about Race? Party affiliation? Year elected? Geographic area? 
Questions Regarding Judicial Decision-Making: These questions are rooted in political 
science theory regarding judicial decision-making. 
9. It has been said that there are three types of judicial decision-makers: (1) activists (who look 
for a legal result that is just), (2) pragmatists/realists (who believe that law is a practice to 
determine what procedures and outcomes work best for society), and (3) strict constructionists 
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(who believe that law should be interpreted exactly as originally intended and written). Which (if 
any) would you more closely identify with, and why? 
10. In 1921, Benjamin Cardozo observed judges and found that they often face new/difficult 
questions and are guided by a “stream of tendency,” which is made up of instincts, traditional 
beliefs, and acquired convictions to resolve legal questions in the absence of clear legal 
guidelines. Do you believe this to be true when you have faced new or difficult legal questions?  
>If so, do you believe your gender influences your “stream of tendency” when making 
judicial decisions? If so, how? What about your race? 
After completing the eight interviews, I conducted a thematic content analysis of the 
interview responses. Qualitative thematic content analysis involves the following methods: 
reading through interview transcripts; labeling relevant phrases, sentences or section (known as 
coding); conceptualizing the data by compiling themes using the most important and relevant 
codes; and describing the themes and how they are related (Löfgren 2013). Specifically, in order 
to write about the specific thematic content chapters, I did the following: re-listened to the audio-
recordings multiple times, edited the transcripts to reflect the audio-recordings, highlighted 
important quotes and responses in the transcripts that the judges gave, re-examined the 
transcripts to identify common words and phrases used by all or most judges, and had 
discussions with my advisor and readers about the important themes I found. It is through 
following these steps of thematic content analysis that I arrived at three major themes that were 
repeated throughout the interviews: “life experience,” “fairness,” and “respect.” In addition, I 
found that these themes played a role in the judges’ interactions in the courtroom (including their 
fellow judges, staff, and audience) and in their judicial decisions.  
It is important to note why State District Court judges were utilized in this study as 
opposed to Federal District Court judges in Kentucky. These two kinds of judges have very 
different levels of discretion when it comes to making decisions; and Federal District Court 
judges particularly have the ability to rule on equity and can influence policy decisions for 
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decades with their life tenure. The reason that Louisville’s District Court judges are involved in 
this study is due to accessibility and due to the court’s gender makeup being vastly different than 
what is seen on the federal level. Additionally, though District Court judges have limited 
jurisdiction and are bound by Kentucky criminal and civil law, it is particularly intriguing to 
understand how, and if, influences like gender, gender-based experiences, or other life 
experiences can influence their decision-making – even if the judges understand their role as 
solely enforcing statutes. Additionally, within Louisville’s District Court, the 17 judges generally 
do not stay in one area of law during their four-year terms in court. The court is split into two 
teams, each led by a judge with the highest seniority. The teams then agree upon which courts 
they should rotate to based on the volume of cases in particular courts, the judges’ expertise in 
certain areas of law, and the need to rotate to gain more experience in other areas of law. 
Before the thematic section, it is essential to define my role as researcher in utilizing 
qualitative research and developing and then analyzing the chosen themes. Though there are 
common, standard academic methods in qualitative research, this type of research – more so than 
quantitative analysis – can potentially involve partiality and/or preconceptions based on the lens 
or perspective in which the researcher is reviewing participants’ responses. It is certainly 
difficult, being human, to strip away entirely one’s biases and notions based on their own life 
experiences and interest in the research at hand. Interestingly, this exact process – of 
acknowledging and checking one’s perceived biases in order to make decisions in an impartial, 
objective, logical manner – is inextricably the focus of this research process, with analyzing the 
influences on judicial decision-making. Additionally, the reason this is such a heavily researched 
topic is due in part to the impact judges can make in policy and society and because 
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jurisprudence is not something that can be done mechanically or robotically – otherwise, we 
would not have humans undertaking this significant societal responsibility.   
By acknowledging the lens from which I am coming from in coding and analyzing these 
responses, I intend to gain a clearer understanding of when my perspective may interfere with 
my research and to allow a higher degree of transparency to the reader. Primarily, I am someone 
who is interested, in both a personal and academic sense, of the impacts of increased 
participation of women in the political system. I am also someone who believes this change is 
fundamentally positive – in the sense that having leaders in a representative democracy begin to 
represent more fully its diverse and changing population, though we still have more room for 
improvement in that respect, especially racially. Therefore, these interests and my background 
have motivated me to engage in research for my Honors Thesis project focused on the analysis of 
the impact one’s gender in the larger academic discussion of influences on judicial decision-
making. Moreover, I engaged in some concrete actions in order to limit my preconceptions in the 
thematic content analysis – such as having one of the readers of this study read the transcripts 
and provide feedback as well as discussing the themes and the analysis sections with my advisor.  
In conjunction with acknowledging my perspective in analyzing the interview responses, it is 
important to consider how my presence and background may be influential in an in-person 
interview setting. Likewise, in Lauren Maclean’s chapter “The Power of the Interviewer” in the 
2013 article “Interview Research in Political Science,” Maclean discusses the power that the 
interviewer holds in terms of forming the research question, research design, and interview 
questions (67). She cites studies that convey the importance of recognizing the “social position” 
of the interviewer – the idea that the information collected in interviews is subjective and shaped 
by the situational context of personal characteristics, such as gender, race, class, and ideology; 
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background; and relationships with the subjects (Maclean 77). She also states that the 
researcher’s social position is unable to be erased by studying those more powerful (such as 
judges in this project) or by studying one’s peers; so it is valuable in one’s research to recognize 
the power dynamics in interviews and to acknowledge one’s social position (Maclean 78). 
Furthermore, because multiple interview questions involve asking the judges about the role of 
their gender in their decision-making and because the interviewer as well as almost the entirety 
of research subjects identify as women, it is likely that the interview responses are impacted by 
this dynamic to some extent. 
Lastly, I will address a specific limitation of the interview responses. Out of the eight 
interviews, seven of those were involved women judges and only one involved a man judge. 
Additionally, because there are only two men judges total in District Court in Louisville, even if 
all of the judges who are men were able to participate in this study, there would be interview 
responses from two men at most. Thus, the section involving analysis of gender in the interview 
responses is limited due to the uneven ratio of men to women responses as well as the fact that it 
is a very small dataset in general. Therefore, the responses of Judge A, the only man judge in this 
dataset, will be utilized to highlight the differences between his and the rest of the women 
judges’ responses in the section following the thematic content analysis; but it should not be 
assumed that his responses encompass all of the beliefs and ideas of the men serving as judges in 
District Court nor should his responses or the responses of the women judges be generalized to 
the greater population of District Court judges in Kentucky or in the United States due to the 
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Chapter One: The Role of “Life Experience” in Courtroom Interactions and Decision-Making 
“Life experience” or simply “experience” was mentioned by all eight judges in the interviews 
on at least two occasions, and in one case, up to 37 times. I will begin by first explaining how 
life experience is involved in the judges’ interactions in the courtroom – including with the 
defendants and plaintiffs as well as their Sheriffs, clerks, and other judges – and how it may also 
be involved in their decision-making. I will be utilizing the interview questions regarding the 
judges’ political ideology (question eight); goals and priorities (question seven); and courtroom 
collegiality (question four); to discuss the role of life experience in terms of courtroom 
interactions. I will be using the judges’ responses to political ideology (question eight); stream of 
tendency (question ten); and re-election (question five) to explore how life experience may play 
a role in the judges’ decision-making. In this chapter, the judges discuss “life experience” as 
applied to their own life experiences, such as being a police officer or their prior legal and/or 
judicial experiences; how they acknowledge the life experience of others in court; how having 
similar life experiences allows them to connect with others; and how it is important for judges to 
have the requisite amount of life and legal experience to run their courtrooms effectively. 
Courtroom Interactions: Political Ideology 
 I will first explore how question eight (political ideology) involves the mentioning of life 
experience and how this extends to interactions in the courtroom. First, when Judge A was asked 
the question regarding whether he believes his gender to be a factor in influencing his political 
ideology, he stated he does not believe so; rather, his experience in law enforcement for many 
years influences the way he interacts with the Sheriffs in his courtroom. Specifically, he 
understands good police work from bad police work and that he is potentially “a little harder on 
the police than other judges.” While gender does not impact his ideology, he did mention that he 
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believes there is “systemic racism in almost all of our institutions,” especially the criminal justice 
system.  When Judge S was asked this same question, she stated life experience affects the way 
she listens, hears, and interacts in the courtroom.  
Courtroom Interactions: Goals and Priorities 
When Judge S was prompted on her goals with the community she interacts with, she 
stated simply to “make their life easier, not make their life worse…to get answers, to get 
resolutions, to heal…to listen and to get as much information as I possibly can.” She expounded 
on making the lives of the people in her courtroom easier – saying that often they will meet 
judges who lack the knowledge, experience, and compassion necessary, which makes their 
situation worse. When Judge S was asked if her gender affects these goals and priorities, she 
stated “it is impossible for one’s gender” not to affect those things; and that her personal 
experience also impacts her goals in the courtroom – “you bring your life experience to the 
bench.” She explained that she is uniquely qualified in her position because she has sat in every 
seat in the courtroom – being a prosecutor, a defense attorney, and being in the victim’s chair. 
She then stated that former judges with rich life experiences made for better judges and that that 
level of experience is necessary for current and future judges in District Court. Additionally, 
Judge S went into great detail of her specific goals and priorities as a judge, which include 
raising qualifications of District Court judges to the same as Circuit Court judges (including 
having 8-year terms and increasing the years of legal experience necessary); to enhance and 
expand the drug court program; to increase the technology use in the continuous alcohol 
monitoring program; to continue utilizing Tim’s law, a mental health provision and commitment 
to out-patient treatment; and to eliminate some political pressures associated with the short, four-
year terms of District Court judges.  
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 When asked the same question regarding a judge’s goals and priorities in the courtroom 
and whether gender or race impacts those goals and priorities, Judge U mentioned a hypothetical 
example of where her race and her gender may impact an interaction in the courtroom. She 
described that if a person was late to court because they had to ride three buses to get there, it 
would be difficult for a judge who has never had that experience or does not know what that 
experience is like to be considerate in terms of why that person was late. She said that she would 
also likely waive insurance charges for that person because she is in a position where she would 
acknowledge their life circumstances. Judge F answered this question by saying she tries to “get 
it right” in the courtroom; and, if she is uncertain about a decision, she will stop and “ask 
colleagues that have more experience so I don’t make wrong decisions.” She continued, stating 
that making the right decision is her main priority in the courtroom and that all four of her 
appeals have been upheld in Circuit Court.  
Courtroom Interactions: Courtroom Collegiality 
With respect to the question of courtroom collegiality and life experience, Judge U stated 
that some judges are closer to each other than other judges due to their similar life experience 
(e.g., having children). She had items in her office from her recent birthday that were there from 
her mentee (a newly-elected judge that she is mentoring). She continued, saying that her child 
has grown up in the courtroom and views some of the judges as her aunts and uncles. 
Additionally, in response to this question, Judge S stated that while she has a nice working 
relationship with most people, she has noticed the judges have very different personalities due to 
their different life experiences and that those personality differences lead to the judges’ varying 
expectations in court. She then explained that some judges are not as understanding of attorneys 
who are not in their court on time due to being overloaded with cases because they have not been 
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in that position and that some judges do not understand that banging their gavel is actually not 
considered appropriate decorum for District Court. She said that, given judges are interacting 
with people who are predominately poor, there needs to be a level of education, maturity, and 
understanding of the ramifications of their decisions – which is what drove her to this job 
because she believes she has the perspective and experience to understand these things.  
Decision-Making: Political Ideology 
In addition to life experience impacting interactions in the courtroom, the judges’ 
discussion of life experience (in questions concerning political ideology, stream of tendency, re-
election, and easy versus hard cases) also involved the judges’ decision-making process in 
general and specific circumstances. When Judge Z was asked whether gender influences her 
political ideology, she stated that her “experiences reinforce a lot of my decisions.” She then tied 
this to a specific case type: in her experience with domestic violence cases, she sees mostly men 
committing violent acts rather than women, and she admits that she admits she may have 
different perceptions regarding men versus women as domestic violence abusers due to her 
experience in the courtroom. She also said that she believes “men think differently than women.”  
When asked the same question, Judge M stated, “My political ideology is, is why I’m that 
way because of my life experiences; and because of my life experiences, I may be able to relate 
to someone else’s life experiences, which may give me a different outcome if I can have one.” 
Conversely, Judge U reinforced the idea that judges must “check all of your quote unquote 
beliefs at the door.” She stated that she cannot be the toughest judge on DUI’s simply because of 
her life experience (living in a particular part of Kentucky where a tragic incident of a person 
driving while intoxicated caused the deaths of schoolchildren) would make her more driven to do 
so. She does say, though, that in some scenarios, such as waiving court costs, that judges are able 
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to do what they believe to be the “right thing” based on certain peoples’ “ability or inability.” 
Additionally, Judge S responded to this question by agreeing that her gender, race, party 
affiliation, geographic area, year elected are all factors to her ideology and that those factors are 
“all in there” when it comes to her judicial decision-making. 
 Decision-Making: Stream of Tendency 
When asked the question regarding whether one’s gender influences judges’ “stream of 
tendency” when making decisions, Judge Z replied that she believes gender and life experience 
influences her instinct-based decisions. She emphasized that life experience has much to do with 
those instinct-based decisions, such as the experience of losing a parent and being able to relate 
to persons in the courtroom because of that. She expounded on this topic, saying that she does 
not know whether it is her gender influencing decisions in court or if it is simply the fact that she 
has suffered with the same experience and is empathetic to her audience. Judge U responded to 
this question by mentioning specific factors that would influence her judicial decisions in the 
absence of an answer (or clear legal guideline), such as past experiences and emotion. She 
described these scenarios as being like “muscle memory” and that that is why it is extremely 
important to have a bench that is “reflective of our community.”  
Judge U then provided specific examples of instances where her gender and race allowed 
her to have uncomfortable but necessary conversations in the courtroom and where it impacted 
her decisions to waive court costs or provide releases. First, she gave an example where she had 
to discuss with a white male judge that it was inappropriate and disrespectful for black women to 
arrive in court wearing bonnets on their head because it shows that they “fell asleep like that” 
and did not give effort into their appearance in a formal courtroom. She also stated that when 
black women come into court with new hairstyles that she will not waive court costs because she 
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knows that such hairstyles cost a certain amount of money – more than what the court is asking 
them to pay.  
She also described situations where she has talked with young black men and women 
about the issues of having the courtroom audience filled entirely with minority persons yet not 
having many black persons serving as judges. She also mentioned having conversations with 
these young persons about where they will end up and why they think they are different or 
“special” from what they view on the news. In a final example, Judge U described an interaction 
in the courtroom where she denied a black man to have church release while under home 
incarceration because she knew that the particular predominately-black church service he was 
requesting release for runs for hours longer than the other services on Sundays and that it is also 
followed by an hours-long celebration afterwards. Judge U again reiterated that it is important 
that she is able to share these experiences with her court audience so she can have these 
conversations and this knowledge of “black culture” at her disposal when making decisions.  
When Judge Y was asked this same question, she responded that early in her judicial 
career, she has had to “go off of other people’s [judge’s] steam of tendency” and that that relates 
to the fact that “everyone’s human.” When asked whether her gender influences her stream of 
tendency, she stated, “Yes… because of whatever gender you are, you’ve had different 
experiences as you’ve gotten to where you are.” Judge S’s response to this question was similar, 
saying that people bring their thoughtfulness and life experiences in their decisions as judges. 
Decision-Making: Re-election 
Next, in regards to life experience and the question concerning and whether 
considerations of re-election impacts decisions in the courtroom, Judge Y explained that she 
hopes her background and life experience would keep her from doing something “so insane that 
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it would have a negative lasting impact.” While most judges when asked this question stated that 
considerations of re-election do likely impact other judges’ decisions but that it does not apply to 
them particularly, Judge S resolutely stated, “Yes.” She followed with a specific experience to 
reiterate her answer to this question, stating that a few years ago she as well as a number of other 
judges received an “inappropriate, threatening letter from a prosecutor” that essentially 
blackmailed the judges into making the choice to decide cases in his client’s favor or he would 
replace the judges who do not comply with his orders with judges he hand-picked to run against 
them in the next election. Though Judge S and a few other judges directly sent this letter to the 
Bar Association, the attorney was partially successful in replacing some judges with “rich 
experience” for those he selected to beat them in re-election. Judge S ended this question with 
reiterating her advocacy of raising the legal experience requirements for District Court judges 
and stated, “Experience matters.” 
Decision-Making: Easy and Hard Cases 
The last question involved in discussing life experience and judicial decision-making is 
the question regarding judges’ balance of easy cases (cases which have a substantial amount of 
precedence to legal considerations) versus “hard” cases (cases which give judges a greater 
degree of freedom to create legal policy). First, Judge A explained that in his experience serving 
in District Court as a criminal law judge, the court is one of limited jurisdiction – meaning there 
are often “controlling cases and controlling statutes that you can look to help make decisions.” 
He then stated that the more difficult cases arise in probate court and that judges have “more of a 
chance in a jurisdiction like probate court to be creative.”  When asked this question, Judge M 
stated that sentencing is where judges have more freedom in their decision-making and then said, 
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“We have 17 judges, and we could go completely different ways based on what we hear and our 
life experiences.”  
Judge S responded that cases are harder when a judge is rotating to courts and to areas of 
law where they have less experience (such as probate and civil courts) versus where they have 
greater experience (such as criminal court). Lastly, Judge U stated that she disagreed with the 
phrasing of this question because she does not view harder cases as giving judges more freedom; 
and she said this because of her life experience growing up in a military family and the fact that 
she loves rules (things like precedent and statute) because they make her more comfortable in her 
decisions. She, too, emphasized that cases are easier or harder based upon which courts the 
judges reside. 
Conclusion 
Overall, it seems that life experience is an important factor in terms of the judges' 
interactions with persons in their courtroom as well as in their decision-making. In terms of 
interactions, multiple judges mentioned instances of their experience in a previous profession; 
and it appears that that past experience has allowed them to be more (and in some cases, less) 
critical of specific persons in their courtroom. For example, Judge A explained that, as a former 
police office, he understands the difference between good and bad police work and that this 
makes him “harder” on the police in his court than other judges. Similarly, Judge S mentioned 
that her prior experiences as an attorney and in being in “every chair” in the courtroom was an 
important factor in her becoming a judge; and she was critical of other judges who had little to 
no legal experience before being a judge, which has led her to advocate and attempt to change 
legislation around the qualifications relating to experience in running for elections to be a 
District Court judge so that these persons may more deeply understand the practical impacts of 
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their decisions on the predominately poor population they serve. In contrast, however, Judge S’s 
past experience in being an attorney allowed her to be more flexible in how she treats other 
attorneys in court, such as allowing defense attorneys to leave if they have other meetings in 
court to attend that day.    
In addition, the judges mentioned that their own personal experience influences their 
interactions in court. For example, Judge U’s experience living as a black woman has allowed 
her to be more critical with her court audience in certain situations and more understanding in 
others. Circumstances where her life experience allowed her to be more critical of others as a 
judge include the example where she viewed a black woman wearing a bonnet to court as being 
disrespectful and in not allowing an individual to have church release to a historically African 
American church while on home incarceration because she understood his motivations to not be 
overtly religious and instead to be focused on attending the service that lasted the longest and 
provided a celebration afterwards. She is less critical in instances where a person is late because 
they use public transportation; where a person cannot afford court costs, and she waives them; 
and in having important yet uncomfortable conversations with young black persons. Lastly, 
multiple judges also mentioned the importance of utilizing other judges’ experience when they 
are unsure of how to make a decision themselves – such as when Judge F asks colleagues when 
she does not know definitively how to rule in a case or when Judge Y mentioned she “goes off” 
of others’ stream of tendency’s because she is early in her judicial career. 
In terms of life experience impacting judges’ decision-making, experience seems to be 
involved in reinforcing decisions, in relating to others, and in using experience when there is no 
clear legal guideline. First, Judge Z mentioned that her experience as a judge reinforces her 
decisions, especially in domestic violence cases where she repeatedly sees men as being 
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offenders and women as being victims. Next, Judge M mentioned that if she is able to relate to 
other persons’ experiences then that will potentially give her a “different outcome” if she can 
have one. Judge Z shared this sentiment when she mentioned her ability to be empathetic and 
relate to those in her courtroom based on her own life experiences, such as losing a parent, 
though she does not believe this changes her decisions. Lastly, Judge U mentioned that she can 
utilize past experience and emotion to help make decisions when there is no clear legal guideline 
and then stated that that is why it is imperative to have a bench that is “reflective of our 
community.” Judge S also believes that people bring their “thoughtfulness and life experience” 
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Chapter Two: The Role of “Fairness” in Courtroom Interactions and Decision-Making 
In six of the eight interviews, a major theme in the responses involved fairness. The 
judges spoke of fairness in terms of influencing their interactions in the courtroom in the 
questions regarding goals and priorities as a judge (question seven) and courtroom collegiality 
(question four).  The judges also mentioned fairness in the question involving political ideology 
influencing their decision-making (question eight) and in the question asking judges to identify 
their judicial decision-making on a spectrum – from activist to pragmatist to strict constructionist 
(question nine). Moreover, there are many different ideas as to what constitutes fairness. Fairness 
can mean “sameness,” meaning that equality is the outcome and that every person or everything 
is treated in the same manner (Dobrin 2012). Fairness can also mean “deservedness,” where 
individual freedom is the outcome and that persons will receive only what they work for and earn 
(Dobrin 2012). Lastly, fairness can be applied to “need” with the outcome being social justice, 
which would entail those who have more resources giving to those who have less resources and 
that humans have a responsibility to provide and feel compassion for one another (Dobrin 2012). 
In general, the judges mention “fairness” in terms of fairness being a priority in terms of how 
they treat their court audience; how fairness is involved with racial issues in the courtroom; how 
fairness extends to having a diverse and representative judiciary; and how fairness is involved in 
their perception of their rulings as a judge.  
Courtroom Interactions: Goals and Priorities  
First, when Judge Z was asked about her goals and priorities as a judge, she said her 
priority in court is to make sure persons are treated fairly and are respected. When asked whether 
she believes her gender influences those goals and priorities, she that “female judges probably 
have to have more empathy.” She continued, stating that she believes people can “tug at the 
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heartstrings of a female judge”; and then she gave an example of how her feeling empathetic 
influenced her interaction with a man incarcerated on robbery charges earlier that day. Judge Z 
recalled seeing the man’s three-year-old child in the audience yelling “Daddy!” and stated that 
that “pulled on my heart.” She then noted that feeling empathy for that person (being a parent 
herself) did not affect her decision on his bond, but that it did influence the way she felt for and 
listened to the incarcerated man.  
When asked the same question, Judge M replied that she hopes prioritizing fairness is 
universal amongst her colleagues and that she would like to see more gender and diversity based 
initiatives in the courtroom. She continued, saying that everyone wants to serve justice for the 
community but also that she believes the judges are doing a “disservice to our community” when 
people enter the courtroom and are not likely to see people who look like them. Judge M then 
gave a specific example where a person brought their son into court and he exclaimed, “I didn’t 
know girls could be judges, too!” She elaborated, stating that it is beneficial that Jefferson 
County’s District Court judges are “female-dominated” and that is why she advocates for goals 
that underscore the importance of diversity and inclusion in the courtroom because “certain 
conversations were lacking when the court was all white males.”  
Similarly, Judge H agreed that her goal in the courtroom is always fairness, in terms of 
trying very hard at treating every person the same. She says acknowledging people’s dignity and 
treating them with respect (until “they don’t give it back”) encompasses her other goals of how 
she interacts with persons in her court. She mentioned that she tries to remember that she is 
seeing people and how they behave on “the worst day of their life.” She also included that she 
sees persons who have had some awful life experiences and that she can be viewed as a “safe 
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person” because these persons can be angry with her and even yell; but, she will not hurt them, 
and she may be the only person in that person’s life who will treat them as such.  
Courtroom Interactions: Courtroom Collegiality 
 Judge M also mentioned fairness when answering the question regarding courtroom 
collegiality, stating that she prioritizes treating everyone fairly and tries to make her courtroom 
interactions as normal as she can even though it is an “uncomfortable situation” for persons to be 
in court. She also prioritized having an open dialogue where everyone is treated with respect and 
respect is given in return, and she mentioned extending this respect to everyone in the courtroom 
– the prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, and deputies – to show that she values their roles in 
court. Lastly, she stated that she has conversations with these persons about how to interact with 
their community in a positive way in order to further their collective goal of administering justice 
and efficiently moving through cases.  
Decision-Making: Political Ideology 
 Interestingly – when fairness was involved in responses to whether gender, race, party 
identification, year elected, or geography influences the outcomes of judicial decisions – race 
was mentioned in multiple instances. For example, Judge S discussed how life experience can 
play a role in decision-making and how some of the judges share the strong belief and are “ultra-
sensitive” to the fact that people in the courtroom are treated disproportionately based on race. 
She mentioned that she sometimes fears that people will not be treated fairly based on their race 
and that it bothers her that African American women are specifically underrepresented among 
the District Court judges. She said this awareness prompts her to take time to give resources and 
explain things to persons who are disadvantaged due to their race and that it is important to be 
sensitive and to acknowledge these issues.  
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She then provided an example of the fact that the judges do not see many racial 
minorities in specialty courts due to socioeconomic obstacles that force these persons to be 
appointed by public defenders. She stated that persons who have cases in specialty courts are 
advantaged and have the money to pay for housing and health whereas racial minorities are 
“disadvantaged by not having access to it [specialty courts] because of the ideology of who 
represents them.” Particularly, the Kentucky Specialty Courts include Drug Court, which 
involves nonviolent offenders who struggle with substance abuse; DUI Court, which involves 
persons with a recurrence of Driving Under the Influence offences; Mental Health Court, which 
involves persons with a mental illness diagnosis; and Veterans Treatment Court, which involves 
persons who have served in the military who may or may not suffer from substance abuse and 
may or may not have had an honorable discharge (“Kentucky Specialty Courts”).  Judge S again 
reiterated that all judges should be “on the same page” of being aware of the benefits and 
resources they are able to provide to racial minorities in court.  
 When Judge H was asked this question, she responded that she hopes that the answer to 
all the factors influencing cases mentioned in the question (such as gender, race, party 
identification, etc.) is “No.” She said she personally has never seen these factors to be an issue. 
She then mentioned the fact that there are now three African American judges in District Court 
and that that is a positive occurrence because she believes “as much as possible, the judiciary 
should mimic the racial division in the community for general fairness across the board.” She 
also mentioned that she does not believe it to be possible for judges to remove their life 
experiences (i.e., they utilize their life experiences) when making judicial decisions but that it is 
imperative to be fair and impartial to persons in court when making decisions.  
 




The next question where fairness was mentioned includes the question asking judges to 
identify themselves and their decision-making practices on a spectrum – activists (who look for a 
legal result that is just); pragmatists/realists (who believe law is a practice to determine what 
procedures and outcomes work best for society); and strict constructionists (who believe law 
should be interpreted exactly as originally intended and written). Judge Z equated being an 
activist judge with a judge having more liberal outcomes. She explained that, in her first few 
years of being a judge, she was more liberal due to her prosecutorial background and the fact she 
believed not everyone was being treated the same. She believed her role as a judge would give 
her the discretion she desired as a prosecutor in being more fair to persons in court, particularly 
providing more liberal outcomes for the defense. She expounded on this statement, saying there 
should be no pre-judgments in court and that judges should be fair to everyone; but, if she 
believes people are not being treated fairly, then she will likely “be more liberal with my 
decision right here.” 
 When asked the same question about identifying oneself on a spectrum, Judge F replied 
that as a District Court judge, she is “supposed to be a strict constructionist” but that she tries to 
practice in between an activist judge and a pragmatist judge because it is important to her that 
people feel they are treated fairly and to do what is best for society “regardless of what’s written 
down.”  She then elaborated that District Court judges do have flexibility in their decision-
making because they “can do anything we want” – however – they also know that their decisions 
can be appealed. She then described her approach to decision-making being one that is being fair 
and giving human beings the benefit of the doubt so long as that person will not “endanger a 
specific person or society.”  




In total, multiple judges mentioned fairness to be a main priority of theirs in terms of how 
they interact with persons in the courtroom. Judge Z stated her main goal as a judge is to see that 
people are treated fairly, and Judge H stated that her main goal is “always fairness.” Judge M 
also mentioned that she hopes prioritizing fairness is a universal goal among her judicial 
colleagues and that she hopes to institute more diversity and gender based goals as a judge. She 
then mentioned that another goal of hers is to serve justice and that the court is doing a 
“disservice” to their community when persons in the community enter court and see no one who 
looks like them. She continued, stating that certain conversations were lacking when the court 
was comprised of all white males. 
Furthermore, race, in conjunction with fairness, was mentioned frequently in the question 
regarding political ideology and decision-making. These responses also frequently lead to 
discussions of racial underrepresentation among the judges and the lack of resources provided to 
racial minorities in court. These scenarios seem to relate to the understanding of fairness as 
meaning “sameness” – in terms of having equal representation on the court – and to fairness as 
meaning “need” – the idea that racial minorities need more access to resources than others. For 
example, Judge S stated that some judges in District Court are “ultra-sensitive” to the fact that 
racial minorities are treated “disproportionately” in court, especially considering the lack of 
access many minorities have when it comes to specialty courts. She also stated she is bothered by 
the fact that African American women are underrepresented among the judges. Judge H appeared 
to agree with this sentiment when she stated that it is better for the courts that more African 
American women have been elected because the judges should “mimic the racial division” in the 
community for “general fairness across the board.” Lastly, the judges mentioned fairness as an 
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explanation to their identification as an activist judge or pragmatist judge. Judge Z stated that she 
identified as an activist judge because she equated fairness as meaning having more liberal 
decisions; and Judge F identified as being an activist and a pragmatist/realist judge because she 
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Chapter Three: The Role of “Respect” on Courtroom Interactions and Decision-Making 
Another common theme that was mentioned in seven of the eight judges’ interview 
responses was “respect.” “Respect” was also found to play a role in the judges’ interactions in 
the courtroom (in questions four and seven) and in their decision-making (in questions seven and 
nine). The theme of “respect” is similar to “fairness” in that these words were mentioned in 
response to similar questions and the judges’ responses for both words or themes also seem to 
mention similar topics and ideas. Additionally, philosophers debate on what the term respect 
most nearly means; but, they generally agree that respect involves a relation between a subject 
responding to an object. Specifically, respect can be distinguished as being an attitude or feeling 
versus being a behavior (Dillon 2018). Respect as a feeling or attitude can take many forms – 
such as, respect out of fear or submission, respect to authority, and respect in terms of valuing 
and appreciating an object that is independent or potentially at odds with individuals’ own 
desires, like valuing an argument with which one disagrees. In terms of respect involving 
behavior, respect can mean treating or acting in particular ways with an object in ways that are 
seen as “deserved” or “owed” by the object, such as a child owing respect to their parent (Dillon 
2018). In total, the judges mention “respect” in regard to how they prioritize treating persons in 
the courtroom; how respect should reciprocal between the judge and the rest of the courtroom; 
and how the judges’ different perceptions of what having respect for the law means for them.  
Courtroom Interactions: Courtroom Collegiality 
First, in response to the question regarding courtroom collegiality, Judge A mentioned 
that he has an excellent working relationship with his staff, prosecutors, and the defense bar and 
that he tries to make the courtroom a professional environment while also being kind, courteous, 
and respectful to persons even when he must make a hard decision. Judge Y responded that it 
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took time for her to recognize that everyone in the courtroom is there because it is their job, too – 
such as defense attorneys and prosecutors – and that everyone is there for the common goal of 
performing their job well no matter what the specific facts of the case are. This realization led 
her to prioritize being respectful and professional to everyone in her court and so long as those 
things are present, people tend to “get along well.”  
 When responding to the same question regarding courtroom collegiality, Judge F 
responded that the reason she wanted to be a judge is that she loves people and the interactions 
between human beings. She stated that she is a person who is very “laid back, informal, and 
friendly” and that she has fantastic relationships with her clerks, sheriffs, judges, and defendants. 
She stated she has realized that so long as she is “polite, respectful, and happy” in her courtroom 
that she “sets the tone for the entire courtroom.” She expounded on this, saying she has never 
once had an issue interacting with persons in court in her multiple years of being a judge with the 
exception of one time when an inmate at the podium fell down and began “moo-ing.” She said 
that she and that inmate are now on great terms: he has since written her a letter filled with very 
kind and appreciative words, complete with a flower made from supplies he found while in jail. 
She ended her response saying that she rarely makes people angry; she loves interacting with 
people in court; and that, “People say I can send you to jail with a smile on my face, and they 
thank me.” 
Courtroom Interactions: Goals and Priorities 
 Judge Z mentioned fairness when discussing whether her gender influences her goals and 
priorities as a judge. She stated that “being a female versus a male” she feels that she is friendly 
with her court audience and that it is nice to “let people’s guard down.” She continued, saying 
she does not want people to be fearful or intimidated of her but that she wants people to respect 
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her and that she will “demand respect” if necessary. She stated District Court deals with some 
“really hard subjects” so it is nice to inject some humor into conversations. She also recognized 
that people in her court will react differently when she sets the tone and that she believes 
“females can probably do that better than males.” 
Decision-Making: Goals and Priorities 
 In addition, the judges mentioned respect in the question regarding one’s goals and 
priorities as a judge and how that may influence their decision-making. First, Judge A mentioned 
that he prioritizes treating people in his courtroom professionally and with respect. He then 
discussed that in cases where he believes the “right decision” would conflict with the law, he 
would “side with the law because I’ve taken an oath to do that.” Next, Judge Y responded to this 
question saying that her main priority is to follow the law and make just decisions. In regard to 
day-to-day interactions, she says treating people with respect is her main goal because everyone 
has a different story as to why and how they are in court. She continued, giving an example that 
“someone stealing stuff at Kroger to feed their family is going to have a different sentence than 
someone stealing stuff to sell drugs.” She emphasized that as a judge she must take these stories 
into account and that if you “treat people with respect when they come in, unless you’re just 
purposefully not making a decision that’s within the law, it goes a long way.” She ended her 
response to this question by quoting a popular saying: “You could tell somebody to go to hell 
and if they say thank you, then you’re doing it the right way.” 
Decision-Making: Spectrum 
 The next question that involves respect influencing decision-making is the one asking 
judges to identify themselves on a spectrum according to how they make their decisions. Judge 
M responded by identifying as both an activist and a pragmatist judge and by paraphrasing Dr. 
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Martin Luther King, Jr., saying, “It is not unjust for me to challenge an unjust law through the 
legal realms. It’s actually me showing the utmost respect for the law.” She continued, saying that 
highlighting unjust laws through the legal realm allows the legal system “the opportunity to 
make it just” and to create change. She also advocated in these instances for open dialogue and 
discussions about outcomes that are best for society. She also explained that she does not identify 
as a strict constructionist because she believes the law is meant to be fluid and to be evolved and 
that even if one identifies as such that there are ways that “justice can be read into” laws. 
Conclusion 
In general, the judges mentioned “respect” when discussing how they interact with 
persons in court on a daily basis. Judge A stated that he treats persons with respect even when he 
has to make a difficult decision; and Judge Y recognized that giving respect leads to persons in 
court being able to “get along” well with one another. In contrast to “giving” respect to persons, 
Judge Z remarked that she does not want persons to be intimidated by her but rather to give her 
respect. Both Judge Z and Judge F invoked respect in reference to “setting the tone in the 
courtroom.” Additionally, in terms of respect being involved in decision-making, Judge Y 
mentioned that her main goal is to give respect to persons she sees in court and that this includes 
her listening to their stories – which may lead her to give different rulings for persons who steal 
items from the grocery for different reasons, such as stealing to sell drugs versus stealing to feed 
a family. Lastly, Judge M mentioned respect in terms of respecting the law in reference to 
challenging unjust laws through legal means. Overall, it appears in all of the instances the judges 
mentioned “respect” that they were referring to the type of respect that necessitates action – in 
terms of the way they speak, listen, and interact with persons; the way they “set the tone”; and 
the way they challenge unjust laws.  
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Analysis of Gender in Judicial Interview Responses 
In order to analyze more deeply the role of a judge’s gender within the interview responses 
themselves, this section involves a comprehensive comparison and contrast of the interview 
responses between the judges utilizing the questions that specifically involve the role of judges’ 
gender in their goals and priorities (question seven); in their political ideology (question eight); 
and in their stream of tendency (question ten). In addition, questions involving judges’ 
identification on a spectrum (question nine); courtroom collegiality (question four); and re-
election considerations (question five) as addressed in the thematic chapters are included as well. 
Later in this section, the findings of the analysis will be presented, which includes a discussion of 
gender stereotypes and how those attributes relate to specific statements made by the judges. 
Lastly, I discuss how the unique role of the judge encompasses qualities of both gender 
stereotypes and how that relates to the judges’ electability; then, I analyze an argument made by 
Judge Vanessa Ruiz about judicial representation and how that involves women bringing in their 
life experiences to their judicial decision-making.  
Comparison and Contrast of Judges’ Interview Responses Based on Gender 
Question Seven: Goals and Priorities 
Judge A, the only judge that was a man involved in the interviews, approached question 
seven (which involves asking the judges to describe their goals and priorities and then asks 
whether their gender influences their goals and priorities or how they achieve them) by following 
each of the examples of goals and priorities listed in the question itself – such as content of legal 
decisions, standing with court audiences, standard of living, and more. He also noted (and was 
the only judge to do so) that he feels he has reached his long-term professional goals, and that he 
has tried to tell himself he does not need to achieve anything else in his career. He also stated he 
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does not think gender influences his goals or priorities, but he acquiesces that, “there might’ve 
been some opportunities that have opened for me because of my gender.” He continues, saying 
that he is aware that there is systemic sexism or gender bias in the U.S. culture, including the 
workplace, but he does not believe that applies to District Court because “obviously there’s 15 
female judges.”  
Some women judges approached this question with very specific goals – such as Judge S 
listing her goals regarding increasing the qualifications of District Court judges and instituting 
specific laws for DUI and involuntary commitment cases while other women judges listed goals 
that are more long-term and broad. For example, Judge M mentioned she would like to 
implement more gender and diversity related initiatives in court and would like to see the bench 
being more reflective of the community the judges’ serve. Judge M communicated in depth 
regarding the importance of having judges who are representative of their community and that 
racial and gender minority groups notice their lack of representation when they enter a 
courtroom. She stated by having a heavy presence of women judges and, hopefully, more 
African American judges, there will be an open dialogue between the community and the 
courthouse to build trust (a long-time goal of hers). Additionally, Judge Y mentioned following 
the law as being a top priority, and Judge H stated making just decisions is her main goal in the 
courtroom. Judge U mentioned consistency in her decision-making as being a main priority and 
that she tries to connect each decision to a statute that she can read before the court.  
Additionally, whereas Judge A mentioned briefly that he strives to treat people in his 
courtroom respectfully and politely and that he does not think much about that because it comes 
as second nature, all of women judges went into depth with how and why they treat the people in 
their courtroom when prompted about their goals and priorities in the courtroom. Judge F 
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mentioned that people “compliment me on my demeanor” because she makes jokes and keeps 
the tone lighthearted in the courtroom and that the love of her job shines through. Judge Y 
emphasized the importance of treating people with respect and that she feels her court audience 
views her as the only person who cares about their situation and that crime does not define these 
persons by any means. Judge Z stated her main priority in court is to see that people are treated 
fairly and also mentioned that “female judges probably have to have more empathy.” Judge H 
also mentions fairness and dignity being a top goal and that she knows she is viewed as a safe 
person for the people in her courtroom. Overall, based on the women judges’ responses, it seems 
that they are more aware of how they are perceived in court and that their interactions with those 
in the courtroom are primarily what comes first to mind when discussing goals and priorities. 
The women judges also tend to use descriptive language that humanizes the audience they are 
with and acknowledges the persons they see in court, in fact, have a life outside of court – such 
as when Judge Y said, “everybody’s got a different story as far as how they ended up there.” 
Judge A stated he did not believe his gender impacted his goals and priorities in the 
courtroom but that it may have opened some opportunities for him for his long career in the 
criminal justice system, being a police officer, attorney, and judge. Judge S had a very different 
answer to this question when she stated “it’s impossible for one’s gender not to” affect one’s 
goals and priorities in the courtroom and that “you bring your life experience to the bench.” She 
then described how she was a victim of a violent stranger crime and that that makes her unique 
qualified in the courtroom and gives her a deeper ability to understand the people she sees in 
court. Judge M and Judge Z also agreed that gender impacts their goals and priorities as a judge. 
Also, Judge H stated her gender impacts her goals and priorities (as it relates to her interactions 
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in court) to an extent because she believes it is difficult for her audience, including women, to 
see a woman in an authoritative position and that she gets called “sir” frequently.  
When Judge F was asked whether her gender impacts goals and priorities in the 
courtroom, she discussed how her mother experienced the effects of “the glass ceiling” while 
attending medical school a few decades ago but that she has not personally “felt a glass ceiling” 
in her position. Interestingly, she said that being a woman and running for District Court in 
Jefferson county is actually an advantage. She continued, saying that both men and women are 
now voting for women in judicial roles. She believes this is occurring because, historically, 
people believe that women talk and listen more so than men judges and that “we’re just more 
verbal.” She believes these qualities are seen as an advantage in the position of a judge – and that 
being a woman, right now, has been more of an advantage than disadvantage to her. 
Additionally, Judge U believes that not only does gender impact her goals and priorities but that 
race and experience do as well. Interestingly, only one woman judge – Judge Y – stated that she 
does not believe her gender influences her goals and priorities in the courtroom. Thus, six of the 
seven women judges spoke to how their gender impacts their goals and priorities in the 
courtroom and namely mentioned that answer in relation to how they interact with persons in the 
courtroom.  
Question Eight: Political Ideology 
When asked whether there is a link between one’s political ideology and the outcome of 
judicial decisions, Judge A responded that he believes that is generally true. He gave an example 
in probate court that he disagrees politically with the current national sentiment regarding 
discouraging migration from Central America and that in probate court he is in charge of 
petitions for guardianships for minors, mainly those who have migrated from Central America. 
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He stated that he would not do anything illegal but that he would find a way legally to appoint 
guardians for them and to put the best interest of the child first and that this situation involved his 
legal judgement and his personal beliefs and motives. Judge A was the only judge to mention 
that the link between political ideology and the outcome of decisions can be done through 
legalistic judgment. He continued, saying that he does not believe his gender, race, party 
affiliation, year elected, or geographic area influences the ideological direction of decisions. He 
ended this answer clarifying that he does believe there is “systemic racism in almost all of our 
institutions, including the court system” and that race “is the hurdle we need to overcome the 
most.”  
In contrast to Judge A, many of the women judges gave answers and examples of 
instances of political ideology influencing judicial decisions based on other judges rather than 
themselves; and some women judges differed with respect to the extent to which ideology 
impacts judicial decisions. For example, Judge S replied to this question with a definitive, “Yes.” 
She stated that some judges who were former prosecutors are still very prosecutorial in the way 
they rule from the bench; and, occasionally, people will “switch” from that prosecutorial 
approach. She also says that judges who have become more “harsh” since being on the court are 
likely frustrated, that it is “time to not be here anymore,” and that it is important to have balance 
in one’s decisions as a judge. Judge S also stated that in judges’ decisions can, in fact, be clouded 
by their ideology, stating “one reads it and believes it means one thing based upon their ideology 
and the other person reads the exact same thing and believes it means something else because of 
their ideology.” She clarified, saying she does not believe judges do this consciously or 
intentionally but that their ideology is blended into the perspective they have when analyzing 
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cases. She also stated she believes her life experience is involved in the outcomes of her 
decisions because, “you can’t just leave everything,” when ruling from the bench.  
Judge Y shared a similar sentiment when she stated that “any one of us could watch the 
exact same event and have a completely different take as far as what happened or who was the 
aggressor.” Judge Y also stated she believes that judges do not do that consciously but that “it’s 
not like anybody wondered what their political stances were.” Additionally, she did not find 
ideology to be impacting decisions in court but that how she was raised likely influences the way 
she perceives things in court. Judge U responded to this question by stating “politics has no 
business” in the courtroom and that “you have to check all of that at the door.” She then stated 
she does not believe political ideology impacts case outcomes because she used to believe race 
and gender were determinative of political views; but, the longer she has lived, she has seen that 
not to be the case. She then stated, however, that personal beliefs can influence scenarios like 
waiving court costs because judges can “do what you believe is the right thing because of certain 
peoples’ ability or inability.” Judge M responded to this question, saying that judges must follow 
the law because of the role they chose to be in; but, in moments where she has discretion, she 
believes her political ideology could, “sway me one way or the other.” In addition, she believes 
that life experience causes this link between political ideology and case outcomes rather than 
legalistic judgment. 
A common example that three of the seven women judges gave (though not something 
they personally struggle with) as being a likely scenario where political ideology influences case 
outcomes is bypass hearings. Bypass hearings are cases that involve someone under the age of 18 
who is requesting to have an abortion without parental consent. Judge S stated that someone who 
is politically pro-life and who has strong, fundamental religious beliefs should recuse themselves 
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from hearing those cases. She then mentioned that some judges currently in District Court have 
done so because they know they have a strong conviction against abortion and will likely not 
give that person a fair, impartial decision. Similarly to Judge S, Judge F also mentioned bypass 
hearings when asked this question. She stated that judges who fundamentally disagree with 
abortion abstain from those hearings because they would never allow consent under any 
circumstances. She also commented that politically, judges’ ideologies should not be affecting 
case outcomes because “whether or not we agree with the laws, we’re not the ones making the 
laws.” Judge H, when asked this same question, stated she “would love to say no, but I think 
yes.” She then immediately mentioned bypass hearings, the third woman judge to do so, and 
stated that judges who incorporate anti-abortion religious beliefs into their political views would 
“have a really hard time granting that” or recognizing and awarding things like marriage licenses 
to same-sex couples. 
Additionally, while Judge A simply stated that he did not believe gender, race, party, year 
elected, and geography did not influence his case outcomes, he did not explain why or why not 
that was the case. In contrast, many of the women judges gave explanations as to why or why not 
their gender was an influence in their decision-making, giving reference to their personal beliefs 
and/or life experiences in doing so. For example, Judge Y stated that, while she does not believe 
gender influences her decision-making, her personal backgrounds and experiences likely do; and, 
she believes gender may influence other women judges’ decision-making because “we have 
different experiences as women and how we’ve been treated.” Judge F stated she does not 
believe her gender impacts her decision-making; instead, she believes her belief systems and her 
personal morality to be involved. She then stated she grew up with “white privilege” that has 
“impacted my life tremendously,” such as her parents providing financial support for her to be 
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able to attend college and law school. Judge H does not believe her gender influences her 
decision-making but stated if there were 16 men judges and one woman judge in District Court 
that she may answer that question differently. She also emphasized the importance of having the 
judiciary mirroring the racial division present in the community.  
Interestingly, Judge H gave a similar response about the need for the bench to be 
representative of the community in reference to the previous question regarding goals and 
priorities; and, while Judge A did mention systemic racism to be an issue, he did not go so far as 
to mention the need for judges’ demographics to be representative of the community. 
Additionally, Judge M stated she tries to not allow gender or race to influence her in moments of 
discretion but that it is hard to remove one’s assumptions and biases, such as persons assuming 
women are the sole caregivers of the family. Next, she said that her race may impact her tone 
towards people who are also racial minorities in court – to be more sensitive or to be more stern. 
Lastly, when Judge Z was asked this question, she said that it depends, but that she believes 
one’s personal beliefs “would have to” affect judicial decisions. She also stated she believes 
women think differently than men; and, though she makes her decisions based on the 
information presented to her, she believes her gender can impact the way she reacts to 
information presented to her in court (e.g., “I’ll have tears come to my eyes” when presented 
with a violent video). She then explained what she believes to be differences in judges based on 
gender, saying that women judges tend to have more empathy; that “we like to fix things”; and, 
perhaps, take on more cases and issues than are required or expected. 
Question Ten: Stream of Tendency  
The final question the judges were asked (that also involved a follow-up question regarding 
gender) is whether they believe they are guided by a “stream of tendency” – made up of instincts, 
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traditional beliefs, and acquired convictions – to resolve legal questions in the absence of clear 
legal guidelines. Judge A responded that he does not believe this to be true for him because he 
has to be faithful to the law and, in some cases, determine what the law is. He then provided an 
example in probate court where he had to decide whether to allow three descendants (one of 
which was adopted) to have access to the money in trust to a person who had died; and he had to 
apply to Kentucky law in this case and only allow the two biological descendants to have access 
to the trust money. He stated he did not want to make the decision in that way, but he felt it was 
the right decision to make. Because Judge A did not believe the stream of tendency to be true for 
him as a judge, I was not able to ask him whether he believes his gender influences his stream of 
tendency.  
Other than Judge A, every other respondent believed the stream of tendency to be true – 
whether it was only true to an extent or true for others and not themselves. Additionally, many of 
the women judges mentioned life experience when responding to this question and nearly all of 
the women judges responded that gender and race influences stream of tendency. For example, 
Judge S responded that she does believe it to be true and that gender and race influence that 
intrinsically because “people bring their thoughtfulness and their life experience” to the 
courtroom. Judge Y shared a similar statement, saying at any point in life, when you don’t know 
something, “you go off of what you’ve known.” She also believes gender does impact one’s 
stream of tendency because whatever gender someone is, that shapes peoples’ experiences as to 
how they have gotten to where they are. She also stated she believes that when people see 
women judges, “It makes a difference. I think they have a different feeling, but I think that’s a 
personal thing that they’re not going to change.”  
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Some of the women judges also mentioned asking colleagues for help when they are faced 
with new or difficult legal questions. For example, Judge Y stated that she is very early in her 
judicial career; and she has had to “go off of” other judges’ stream of tendency at certain points. 
Judge M responded to this question, stating that that would make sense to her to do and that she 
also prioritizes taking her time to reach a decision, potentially reserving her ruling to research 
and look at precedents and the possible outcomes. She also stated, if her tendencies would guide 
her in a way where bias would come into play, she would discuss considerations with and be 
open-minded to any advice from other judges.  
When asked this question, Judge Z responded that she believes it to be true, that she has 
always been “instinct-based,” and that she views the law as an instinct. Judge Z also said gender 
could potentially impact one’s stream of tendency especially in terms of being empathetic with 
persons in court. This statement led her to discuss that, regardless of gender, she will take into 
account others’ life experiences (such as being a parent); and, if she can identify with her court 
audience, that could conceivably impact her decision-making or a decision she makes on bond. 
In contrast, Judge U stated that she believes the stream of tendency to be true for others and not 
herself. She then compared the stream of tendency to “muscle memory” and stated that is why it 
is so important to have a bench that is “reflective of our community” because people utilize that 
“muscle memory” even when there is no “leeway” at all. Judge U also stated she believes both 
gender and race to influence peoples’ stream of tendency.  
Judge H responded to this question by saying that “we all pull from something, when 
you’re faced with something you’ve never been faced with before.” She stated that acquired 
convictions would be the primary thing most judges “pull from.” She expounded on this 
statement – saying, as a prosecutor, she learned it is not worth winning a case if one has to do so 
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illegally and unconstitutionally and that the most important thing in this job is one’s integrity. 
She stated that people develop morals in their job, just as they do in their life; and those morals 
are “what I’ve held to all along.” In terms of whether gender influences her stream of tendency, 
Judge H explained, in a broad sense of traditional beliefs, she could see that a person from a male 
dominant society or family might make it difficult for that person to take her seriously or listen 
to her – but her ability to send them to jail tends to force them to do so. She said people tend to 
hold stereotypes about women traditionally being nurses or caregivers and not judges; but, her 
gender does not affect her in terms of her decisions.  
Judge F agreed to the question in terms of instincts and beliefs to the extent that she 
attempts to balance the idea of a person being innocent until proven guilty versus prioritizing the 
safety of the community or a specific person. She does not believe that her race influences her 
stream of tendency or decision-making, but she recognizes that she has benefited from being 
born into white privilege and understands that most of the people she interacts with in the 
criminal justice system do not have the same resources she has had. She also stated that, while 
she does not believe her gender to influence her stream of tendency, she does believe that women 
currently have an advantage, politically, in elections. She then stated, “I think most people would 
say that District Court is a kinder and gentler place with women serving.” She explained this 
statement by saying she has never put someone in jail for nonpayment of fines, costs, or 
restitution and that she listens to these persons’ stories and explanations. She also stated that this 
was not the case in District Court when it was filled with all male judges and that people would 
be jailed for nonpayment; and she believes this small change can be broadly attributed to the fact 
that there are a majority of women judges serving in District Court. She re-emphasized her 
earlier statement, saying, “I would say it’s a kinder, gentler place than when I began the practice 
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in this building. And do I think that has to do with females? Probably. We’re kinder and gentler. 
I mean, we just are.”  
Question Nine: Spectrum 
In terms of question nine, which asks judges to identify themselves on a spectrum – from 
activist judges (who look for a legal result that is just); to pragmatist/realist judges (who believe 
that law is a practice to determine what procedures and outcomes work best for society); to strict 
constructionist judges (who believe that law should be interpreted exactly as originally intended 
and written) – Judge A was the only one to identify as all three. He gave an example of being an 
activist judge when he legally recognized gay marriage cases in probate court from other states 
(before gay marriage was recognized federally) so that spouses could rightly receive inheritance 
from their spouse who had died. He then stated he is likely a realist judge most often and that he 
has had to consider “function over form.” Lastly, he explained he is rarely a strict 
constructionist; and, while his family views him as being more conservative, the police 
department views him as being more liberal.  
In contrast to previous questions, many women judges responded to this question without 
giving examples like Judge A had given. Additionally, all of the women judges identified 
themselves as being activist and/or pragmatist/realist judges – but primarily as activist judges. 
None of the women judges identified as being a strict constructionist judge. For example, Judge 
S identified herself as an activist judge and stated that anyone who knows her would agree. 
Judge M stated she is both an activist and a pragmatist/realist judge and stated the law is meant 
to be evolved and changed over time, that justice can be read into the law, and that just results 
are what is best for society. Judge Z identified herself as being between an activist judge and a 
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pragmatist/realist judge – but she identifies as being more of an activist because she prioritizes 
her decisions being just.  
Judge F explained that, as a District Court judge, she should identify as being a strict 
constructionist; however, she identifies as being an activist and pragmatist/realist judge. She then 
stated that District Court judges do have some flexibility in decision-making knowing that their 
decisions can be appealed. Similarly, Judge H identified as an activist judge and acknowledged 
that that may seem negative (being on the opposite end as a strict constructionist) but that her job 
is to give justice to persons and not to make law from the bench; and she also mentioned that her 
decisions can be appealed. Judge Y identified as being an activist judge and stated that persons 
who wrote laws decades ago would not have been able to anticipate societal changes and issues 
they now face. Lastly, Judge U identified as being a pragmatist/realist judge because she does 
not view herself as having a “broad brush”; she will review every law she has to implement on a 
case-by-case basis; and she challenges herself to be able to explain the decisions she makes – to 
herself, not necessarily justifying her decisions to everyone. 
Question Four: Courtroom Collegiality 
Question four asked the judges to consider their courtroom collegiality – such as the nature 
of their work relationships with their clerks, sheriffs, attorneys, and judges. Judge A stated he 
had an excellent working relationship his staff, prosecutors, and defense bar. He stated he tries to 
ensure a professional environment and tries to be kind, courteous, and treat people with respect –
even when he must make a difficult decision. Unlike the women judges, in response to this 
question, Judge A did not mention his relationship with other judges and did not provide much 
description or examples. Moreover, in contrast to Judge A, some of the women judges focused 
on their relationships with other judges, which is interesting considering many of the judges do 
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not have time to interact with one another on a day-to-day basis due to their volume of cases.  In 
addition, three of the women judges emphasized the importance of the interrelatedness and 
working relationship between the clerks, sheriffs, and the attorneys as well as spoke to their role 
in the courtroom. Furthermore, multiple women judges mentioned the importance of setting the 
appropriate atmosphere and tone in the courtroom; and a few of the women judges focused their 
answers on the importance of recognizing the very real fact that they are interacting with and 
making impactful decisions for human beings on a daily basis.  
With regard to mentioning the interconnectedness of the persons who work with the judges 
in the courtroom, Judge Z remarked that most important working relationships are in the 
courtroom, where judges spend most of their time. She stated the importance of having a “good 
rapport” with her clerks and sheriffs in order to be “on the same page” and to enhance the “flow” 
of the courtroom. Judge M emphasized she wants persons to see that she values the sheriffs in 
her courtroom as they provide the important function of keeping order and safety; and she stated 
she has discussions with them regularly about how to interact with the community in the 
courtroom and that she wants people to know they are all there to administer justice. She also 
mentioned the clerks work very efficiently, that they deserve respect as well, and that they hold 
her accountable in terms of writing paperwork. Judge Y stated that her clerks and sheriffs have 
become friends and function as a team because, if one person is not “pulling their weight,” then 
it affects them all. She also stated, because she was a prosecutor before becoming a judge, she 
knows the personalities of many attorneys that come before her, which makes it easier for her as 
a judge. She also stated it took time for her to realize that everyone in the courtroom is there 
doing their job, no matter the facts of the case, and that being processional and respectful allows 
her to get along well with persons in her court.  
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In terms of the women judges’ answers focusing on their relationships with other judges, 
Judge U stated that her daughter has grown up being in the courthouse and that she considers 
many of the judges to be her aunts and uncles. She also mentioned that some judges have a 
stronger relationship to other judges due to their similarities, such as having small children. She 
mentioned that her office was decorated by other judges for her birthday and that they usually try 
to keep in contact by scheduling dinners with one another. Judge Y mentioned that she has 
enjoyed getting to know the other judges and that they have become friends though they tend not 
to see one another on a day-to-day basis. She mentioned that a judge that is her mentor has 
become a great resource to ask questions to regarding decision-making, and they will schedule 
lunches to spend time together. Judge S’s answer involved emphasizing the difference in 
personalities among the judges. She stated that, overall, she has a very nice working relationship 
with most persons; however, that that varies because there are very different personalities among 
the judges, which impacts the way that the judges run their courtroom. Additionally, Judge Z 
stated that the judges must rely on one another heavily because they will occasionally have to 
combine dockets in case one of them is ill. She also mentioned that with having 17 judges in 
District Court, there are 17 different personalities and backgrounds to work with and know.  
Judge S also mentioned that with having different personalities among judges in District 
Court, those personalities determine how the court is run and what the expectations are. She 
mentioned specific examples of judges not understanding that banging the gavel in District Court 
is actually against decorum and not practiced by the judges and the fact that some judges are 
inflexible to attorneys (especially defense attorneys) arriving late or needing to leave court due to 
having other cases occurring simultaneously. The discussion of setting the appropriate tone or 
atmosphere was also mentioned by Judge F and Judge M. Judge M stated she tries to make the 
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courtroom as normal as possible for persons who come before her because she understands it is 
an uncomfortable situation for them. She also stated that she hopes the fairness and respect she 
tries to exude to persons in her courtroom allows them to give fairness and respect to the 
prosecutors and defense attorneys as well. Judge F mentioned, in her experience, she has learned 
that so long as she is polite, respectful, and happy in her courtroom, that, “I set the tone for the 
entire courtroom.”  
Lastly, three of the women judges mentioned the fact that they are working with human 
beings in their courtroom and that that is an important part of their courtroom collegiality. Judge 
Y mentioned – “People are what makes this the most fun”; and Judge F echoed that statement 
when she stated – “The reason that I wanted to be a judge is I absolutely love people and I love 
the interactions between human beings.” Judge S gave an example that illustrated her opinion of 
the need for District Court judges to have the requisite experience to serve the predominately 
poor population that they do and to understand the reality of their actions on the poor: when she 
was an attorney, a prosecutor was attempting to jail a mother of two children for 60 days for 
failing to pay $300 in restitution fees, she was appalled that no one considered what the cost 
meant to this person or that jailing this woman and having to figure out what would happen to 
her children would ultimately cost much more than the fees she had failed to pay. She then 
stated, “Common sense says that should not be who we are,” meaning that attorneys (as well as 
judges) should understand the practical impacts of their decisions on the population they serve 
and should consider that that amount of money is perceived very differently for low-income 
persons than themselves.  
Question Five: Re-election  
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When Judge A was asked whether he considers his decisions to be impacted at all by 
consideration of his voting constituents, especially regarding re-election, he stated that he has 
never considered whether a judicial decision would help or hurt him with the electorate. He 
explained that he thinks this because he does not believe judicial elections to be about a judge’s 
rulings or qualifications. Two of the women judges agreed with Judge A – that people do not 
give much thought to a judge’s qualifications or rulings during judicial elections. Judge Y stated 
she does not believe her decisions to be impacted by voting constituents and re-election because 
she does not believe the persons she interacts with in court are who elects the judges; otherwise, 
some of the judges would not be “in the position they’re in” currently. She stated that she 
believes people do not know anything about judges or who they are when they cast their votes 
because judges do not identify with a political party. In the last election, Judge Y noted that 
many of the votes in judicial elections were made due to name recognition and the fact many 
people were voting for women, which “made a big difference.” Judge M shared a similar 
statement when she stated that she believes that many people do not think about voting for 
judges as much as they would persons in other positions, such as gubernatorial races, because 
judicial positions are nonpartisan.  
In contrast to Judge A, five of the seven women judges (excluding Judge Y and Judge H), 
said that they do believe judges occasionally make decisions with their re-election in mind, 
though it does not apply to them in particular. Judge Z remarked that she hopes that this kind of 
conduct does not happen; but, she is sure that it does, especially during an election year. 
Specifically, she stated that some judges may be fearful of other attorneys running against them 
in the next election or that judges may give thought in their decision-making to whether that 
decision would cost them valuable friendships and, thus, votes. Judge U remarked that District 
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Court judges are elected officials with restrictions because they cannot declare a partisan 
platform; she also believes that judges’ decisions are sometimes impacted by re-election but that 
it does not apply to her personally because she views this job as a service and does not fear 
getting re-elected because as she has other opportunities available to her with her law degree.  
One of the women judges – Judge S – gave a very specific example of judges’ decisions 
being impacted by fear of retaliation in the press and hurting their re-election chances. She was 
the only judge to state, “Yes,” to this question and the only one to provide a very specific 
example that applied to her and a number of other judges in the past. She stated that several years 
ago a number of judges serving in the criminal court received a letter from a prosecutor in open 
court that threatened political retaliation if the judges did not follow what he asked them. 
Specifically, the letter asked the judges to rule specific types of cases in his favor and that if the 
judges did not do so, he would hand-pick attorneys to run against each of the judges in the next 
election. Judge S stated that six of the ten criminal court judges decided to sign a letter to report 
that behavior, and the prosecutor had six persons run against each of the six judges who reported 
the letter. She then stated that the prosecutor was successful in one of those races and replaced a 
judge in the next election with someone who would decide cases in his favor.   
Additionally, four of the women judges, including Judge S, mention the press when 
discussing their answer. Judge U stated that it is important for judges to not make decisions in 
fear of the next election and that bad decisions will be made if judges consider what that will 
appear like to the public, because, “no matter what, if the media wants to spin it, they will.” She 
mentioned a time in her judicial career where all of the judges were getting very bad press; and 
this made her re-evaluate whether she wanted to continue running for re-election, which she 
ultimately decided to do. Additionally, Judge F stated, ordinarily, judges’ decisions are not made 
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with re-election in mind and that her worry would be that releasing a person back into the 
community may endanger that community or a specific person in that community. She also 
stated that the thought, “What would that look like on the Courier Journal tomorrow morning?” 
does cross her and some of the judges’ minds. Lastly, Judge Y commented that the news “lasts a 
second” until something else takes over the next news cycle, which was a part of her discussion 
as to why re-election is not involved in her decision-making.  
Analysis of Interview Questions: Overview 
Overall, there were many points of contrast between Judge A’s responses to questions 
compared to the women judges’ responses; and though there were common themes among the 
women judges’ answers, there were also points of difference present. In regard to question seven, 
which asks the judges about their goals and priorities in the courtroom, some of the women 
judges listed specific goals and others provided more broad goals, such as how they treat their 
court audience. In contrast, Judge A listed general goals based on the items mentioned in the 
question, such as content of legal decisions and long-term professional goals. Additionally, many 
of the women judges went into depth when explaining how and why they treat the people the 
interact with in the courtroom the way they do; and they tended to use language that humanized 
these persons. Lastly, in contrast to Judge A, six of the seven of the women judges affirmed that 
their gender did impact their goals and priorities as it related to their interactions with persons in 
court. 
Question eight involves asking the judges if there is a link between their ideology and the 
outcomes of their decisions, and many of the women spoke to broad examples not pertaining to 
them specifically – such as bypass hearings mentioned by three of the women judges. 
Conversely, Judge A stated he generally believes ideology to connect to decision outcomes 
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(though he would never do so illegally) and mentioned a specific instance where he connected 
his ideology to a legalistic judgment in appointing guardians to minors who had come to 
America illegally. He also stated resolutely that his gender was not involved in his decision-
making; however, many of the women judges gave explanations as to why or why not their 
gender was an influence in their decision-making; and many gave reference to their personal 
beliefs or life experience in doing so. Furthermore, while Judge A mentioned systemic racism 
was a major issue in the criminal justice system in reference to this question, whenever two of 
the women judges mentioned the same topic, they explained why it was imperative to have 
judges be reflective of the demographics in the community in which they serve.  
Question nine showed that Judge A was the only judge to identify as a strict constructionist 
in his answer, though he did state he identified with being an activist judge and a 
pragmatist/realist judge as well. All of the women judges identified as being an activist judge or 
a pragmatist/realist judge; and in some responses, they identified as both. The women judges also 
tended to explain their identification on the spectrum based on their general ideas of fairness and 
respect as well as how that identification relates to their goals and priorities as a judge. In terms 
of question ten, which asked judges if they rely on their stream of tendency when facing new or 
difficult legal questions, Judge A was the only judge to state unequivocally that he did not 
believe he utilized a stream of tendency. All of the women judges, some to a greater or lesser 
extent than others, agreed that judges (including themselves) utilize a stream of tendency – 
specifically mentioning convictions, instincts, and life experience – when faced with difficult 
legal questions. Additionally, nearly all of the women judges agreed that gender and race were 
involved in one’s stream of tendency.  
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Question four involved asking the judges about the nature of their courtroom collegiality. 
Judge A responded that his courtroom collegiality was “excellent” and provided little description 
other than that he emphasizes professionality, kindness, respect, and courteousness in his 
courtroom. Conversely, most of the women provided great detail about why they prioritize 
treating their courtroom audience the way they do and frequently referred to the humanity of 
those they serve. Additionally, some women judges focused their answers mainly on their 
relationship with other judges, discussing the difference or the similarities in personalities among 
the judges. Additionally, other women judges tended to mention the interconnectedness of the 
staff, sheriffs, and attorneys in the courtroom, setting the tone in court, and focusing on the 
importance of their interactions as it impacts the lives of human beings.  
Lastly, question five asked the judges about their re-election considerations when they are 
making decisions. While Judge A denied this to be a factor in his decisions and attributed that to 
the fact judicial elections are not based on rulings or qualifications of judges, five of the seven 
women judges agreed that re-election does impact judges’ decisions – though not for them 
particularly. Additionally, two of the women judges agreed with Judge A that judicial elections 
are not based on the qualifications or rulings of a judge and they tied that mainly to the facts that 
judicial officers are nonpartisan and that factors like name recognition and the local increase in 
voting for women were important in deciding elections. Furthermore, Judge S provided a very 
specific example of political retaliation relating to re-election in her response; and four of the 
women judges cited the press in their responses.  
Generally – in questions seven, eight, and ten that involved gender – the women judges seem 
more open than their male counterpart to discussing if and to what extent their gender is involved 
in their political ideology and decision-making, in their interactions in the courtroom in terms of 
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their goals and priorities, and in their stream of tendency. In addition, they seem to utilize 
examples more frequently and typically give examples not involving their own actions but 
actions or perceptions of District Court judges more generally in questions eight and nine. They 
also tended to mention life experience and the importance of having a diverse judiciary in 
questions eight and ten as well as utilized humanizing language and emphasized 
interconnectedness when discussing their relationships with other people in question four. 
Overall, the women judges were more likely in their interview responses to acknowledge and 
discuss influences in their decision-making (such as gender, race, re-election, and stream of 
tendency) and in judges’ decision-making more generally – while Judge A only acknowledged 


















To further examine the points of contrast between the responses of the women and man 
judges in the analysis section, this section relates specific statements made by the judges to 
several aspects or attributes associated with gender stereotypes. Next, I discuss how the attributes 
of gender stereotypes for men and women are uniquely encapsulated in the role of a judge and 
how those stereotypes may play a role in the majority of the elected District Court judges in 
Louisville, Kentucky being women. Lastly, I analyze an argument made by Judge Vanessa Ruiz 
concerning how increasing the representation of women in the judiciary, in turn, increases the 
legitimacy and the strength of the judiciary as well as the quality of judicial decision-making 
itself.  
Findings: Interview Responses and Gender Stereotypes 
In general, gender stereotypes involve widely-accepted biases, assumptions, or judgements 
based on gender (“Gender Identity & Roles: Feminine Traits & Stereotypes”). There are two 
overarching gender stereotypes of men and women. First, women are perceived as being 
“communal” – which is also referred to as “communion,” “femininity,” “expressiveness” or 
“warmth” – and involves women being attuned to others and building relationships (Hentschel 
2019). This term also includes women being perceived as “friendly, unselfish, concerned with 
others, and emotionally expressive” (Crawford 1997). In contrast, men are perceived as being 
“agentic” – which is also referred to as “masculinity,” “instrumentality,” or “competence.” This 
term also involves men being perceived as being “independent,” “masterful,” and “assertive” 
(Crawford 1997).  
The idea of gender stereotypes – specifically, women being perceived as communal – is 
fiercely debated among different schools of feminist jurisprudence. Feminist jurisprudence is a 
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philosophy of law that began in the 1960's in the United States; and it is based on the political, 
economic, and social equality of sexes (“Feminist Jurisprudence”).	Therefore, it is important to 
acknowledge broadly the different schools of feminist jurisprudence and why some criticize the 
notion of accepting or welcoming traditional stereotypes of women. First, there are three major 
schools of thought within feminist jurisprudence -- including traditional/liberal feminism; 
cultural feminism; and radical/dominant feminism. Traditional or liberal feminists hold that men 
and women are equal and attempt to erase gender-based distinctions in law (“Feminist 
Jurisprudence”). Cultural feminism highlights the differences between men and women (such as 
the idea that women seek connection and have positive values like empathy and being nurturing) 
and believe that women's contributions to society should be acknowledged, celebrated, present in 
law (Lacey 786). Lastly, radical or dominant feminists focus on the fact that men's dominance 
over women in society inevitably connects gender and power and that the traditional male-
dominated perspective should be abandoned in order to achieve equality of the sexes (“Feminist 
Jurisprudence”). Notably, cultural feminists are often criticized by both traditional/liberal 
feminists and radical/dominant feminists because they argue that their perspective reinforces 
stereotypes of women, stereotypes that women have long tried to erase (Lacey 787).  
Although this is a larger academic debate with social implications that cannot be settled in 
this study, it would be remiss to ignore specific instances in the judges’ interviews in which 
judges or either gender made statements that are associated with gender stereotypes.  This is 
done not to reinforce stereotypes about the roles of men and women in public life – specifically 
the law.  Instead I will contend that, to some extent, these statements and outlooks by the women 
judges could potentially have a positive impact in terms of their electability and of how people 
perceive them in their role as a judge.     
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Foremost, I will describe and analyze statements of women judges that tend to elicit 
characteristics or qualities of the “communal” stereotype. As stated above, this stereotype 
involves five main characteristics – communion/building relationships; expressiveness/warmth; 
being attuned to/connected with others; friendliness; and unselfishness. In terms of communion 
and building relationships, the women judges mentioned instances where they asked their 
judicial colleagues for help and advice; spoke to the interconnectedness of their courtroom staff, 
such as their clerks and Sheriffs; and mentioned their relationships with other judges. First, in 
response to question ten, Judge Y mentioned that she will often “go off of other judges’ stream 
of tendency” at certain points if she is unsure of how to rule in a case. Also, in response to this 
question, Judge M stated that she will discuss considerations with her colleagues and be open to 
their advice if she perceives that her tendencies would guide her in a way where bias would be 
involved.  
Additionally, in regard to the interconnectivity of the courtroom staff, Judge Z remarked that 
having a “good rapport” with her courtroom staff helps to enhance the “flow” of her courtroom. 
Judge M stated that she discusses with her courtroom staff regularly about how to interact with 
the community they serve, and she also mentioned that her clerks help her to be accountable in 
terms of paperwork. Judge Y observed that her clerks and Sheriffs and herself have all become 
friends and that they function as a team because, if one person is not “pulling their weight,” then 
it affects all of them. Lastly, many women judges discussed their relationships with other judges, 
such as Judge U stating that her daughter has grown up in the courtroom and considers the 
judges to be her aunts and uncles. She also discussed how she is closer to some judges due to the 
similarities they share, like having children, and that they will schedule dinners to spend time 
together. Judge Y also remarked that she has enjoyed getting to know the judges and also 
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schedules lunches with them and that her judicial mentor has become a great person to ask 
advice.   
In terms of expressiveness and warmth, the women judges mentioned empathy, emotion, 
instinct, and the idea that District Court is “kinder and gentler” with more women serving. First, 
Judge Z mentioned empathy several times throughout her interview. For example, in response to 
question seven, she stated that “female judges have to have more empathy.” In terms of 
expressing emotion, Judge Z also stated that people “can tug at the heartstrings of a female 
judge” and provided an example where an incarcerated man’s child yelling for them “pulled on 
my heart.” She also mentioned an instance in court where she “teared up” after viewing a violent 
video.  
Additionally, there were instances where the women judges referred to utilizing their 
instincts when they were responding to question ten about their stream of tendency and what 
they do when they face new or difficult questions. Judge Z stated that she is “instinct-based” and 
that she views the law as an instinct. Judge U used a similar term when she stated judges utilize 
“muscle-memory” when there is no legal precedent. Judge H mentioned in response to this 
question that people develop morals in their job and life and that those morals “are what I’ve 
held to all along” and that “we all pull from something” when faced with something “you’ve 
never been faced with before.” Lastly, Judge F remarked in reference to question ten that when 
the court had only men serving as judges, people would be jailed for nonpayment of court costs; 
and then she stated, “I would say it’s a kinder, gentler place than when I began the practice in 
this building. And do I think that has to do with females? Probably. We’re kinder and gentler. I 
mean, we just are.” Judge F attributed these qualities of being kind and gentle to women judges, 
which connects to the idea of women being perceived as being expressive and giving off 
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“warmth” or kindness and also connects to the fact that, in her understanding, women judges are 
more likely to be understanding of persons not being able to pay court costs. 
The women judges also exhibited multiple instances where they displayed concern and being 
attuned to others, such as when they emphasize listening to peoples’ stories – like when Judge Y 
remarked, “Everybody’s got a different story as far as how they ended up there” – and how 
Judge H emphasized that she is usually seeing people on the worst day of their life. Judge F also 
mentioned that women judges tend to be “more verbal” in terms of women judges speaking and 
listening to their audience more so than their male counterparts. The women judges also go in 
depth about how to best serve the population they do. For example, Judge S went into depth 
about District Court judges needing the requisite legal experience to understand the ramifications 
of their actions on the predominately poor population they serve. The women judges also tended 
to emphasize the humanity of their audience, such as when Judge F remarked that she loves 
people and the interactions between persons and that is the reason she wanted to be a judge; and 
when Judge Y remarked that “People are what makes this the most fun.” Multiple women judges 
also discussed the importance of “setting the tone in court” and in some instances they also 
mention the differences in personalities among the judges.    
Lastly, the women judges mentioned examples of self-identifying as being “friendly” and 
mentioned instances where they, perhaps, take on more than they are assigned (being unselfish). 
First, Judge F mentioned that people “compliment me on my demeanor” because she keeps the 
tone of the court lighthearted. She also mentioned that she wanted to be a judge because she 
loves humans and the interactions between them. She then stated she is “laid back, informal, and 
friendly” before she described that she has fantastic working relationships with her clerks, 
Sheriffs, and judges. Additionally, in reference to question four, Judge Z remarked that women 
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judges “like to fix things” and take on more cases and issues than are required of them. This is 
behavior that can be described as being “unselfish” or not placing the self above others, 
especially considering the workload and volume of cases each of the judges have. 
It also bears importance to point out that Judge A’s interview responses did not exhibit 
qualities (nor directly stated any exact words) associated with communal stereotypes – such as 
being focused on building relationships, being expressive or emotional, or being unselfish. 
Moreover, Judge A, in his interview responses, did exhibit some agentic stereotypes, which 
involve men being perceived as “independent,” “competent,” and “assertive” (Crawford 1997). 
For example, Judge A appeared “independent” when he briefly stated his courtroom collegiality 
was excellent and did not mention anything about working as a community or the 
interconnectedness between him and his staff in the courtroom. Additionally, Judge A appeared 
“assertive” when he did not provide examples or explanations to his answers to some questions – 
such as when he rejected gender influencing his goals and priorities and political ideology and 
denied any influence of his gender, race, political party, year elected, and geographical location 
in his political ideology and decision-making. Lastly, Judge A appeared “competent” in his 
position as a judge when he denied any consideration of re-election in his decision-making and 
when he identified in question nine as being an activist, pragmatist/realist, and strict 
constructionist judge so that he could not be perceived as deciding cases in a particular way – 
such as when he stated he would “side with the law because I’ve taken an oath to do that” when 
confronted between making the “right decision” and following the law.      
Findings: Interview Responses and Electability  
It is interesting to recognize that the majority of judges in District Court in Louisville, 
Kentucky are women – but, historically, State and Federal judiciaries have been male-dominated. 
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Notably, the role of a judge has traditionally been associated with “agentic” stereotypes – 
requiring qualities like being assertive, independent, competent, and instrumental. In addition, 
historically and presently, women occupy positions in the workforce that are perceived to 
necessitate characteristics that are associated with being communal – such as nursing, teaching, 
and secretary work as opposed to more agentic-type occupations like higher management, 
construction, and engineering. Furthermore, in contrast to historical conceptions of indispensable 
characteristics of judges, I would argue that judges encapsulate the attributes of both gender 
stereotypes. For example, being a judge requires agentic attributes such as being an authority 
figure, being rational and logical, and being instrumental or influential. However, this role also 
necessitates communal attributes such as being concerned with community, being attuned with 
others, having interpersonal skills, and building relationships.  
It appears as though in the case of District Court judges in Louisville, these perceived 
communal attributes of women judges may play some part in their overwhelming electability as 
judges. In addition, some of the women judges themselves acknowledge these characteristics – 
or simply “being a woman” – as being helpful in terms of their electability. For example, Judge F 
remarked that being a woman in a judicial election in Louisville, Kentucky is actually an 
advantage. She stated that both men and women are voting for women in this role; and she 
believes this is occurring because, historically, people believe women talk and listen more so 
than men do and that women are “more verbal.” Additionally, and as previously mentioned, 
Judge F mentioned that District Court is a “kinder and gentler” place with women serving 
because of the fact that they are more likely to not jail persons for nonpayment of court costs. 
Additionally, Judge Y remarked that, in the last election, many people were voting for women, 
which made a “big difference” in the outcome of the judicial elections.  
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Though judicial elections are an anomaly in the scope of elections more generally (because 
judges are nonpartisan positions and people typically do not have much information about judges 
when they vote) it appears that the widely-held perceptions people have of women, such as them 
being more communal, could be a factor in women judges comprising 88% of the District Court 
judges and could be positive to the extent these qualities allow people to view women as being 
qualified and as valuable serving in the judicial role. Additionally, it may be the case, locally, 
that persons are beginning to value and to prefer communal qualities (i.e., being expressive, 
concerned with others, and building relationships) in judges more so than agentic qualities (i.e., 
being independent and assertive) when they are electing women to District Court judge positions.  
Findings: Interview Responses and Representation 
While Louisville, Kentucky has experienced an increase in the presence of women judges in 
District Court, it is important to consider how an increased presence of women judges in all 
levels of State and Federal Courts would impact the judiciary and the quality of judicial decision-
making. In her article, “The Role of Women Judges and a Gender Perspective in Ensuring 
Judicial Independence and Integrity,” Judge Vanessa Ruiz – the President of the International 
Association of Women Judges – discusses this exact topic. First, Ruiz argues that the judiciary as 
an institution will not be trusted by people if people view it as being comprised of “elitism, 
exclusivity, and privilege” and as ignoring social changes and “the needs of vulnerable persons” 
(Ruiz). She continues, explaining that the judiciary holds the responsibilities to uphold the law 
and human rights and that persons will not view the judiciary as doing so if judges act in a 
“discriminatory manner” (Ruiz). She then contends that the increased presence of women in the 
judiciary are essential in strengthening peoples’ trust in the judiciary. She holds this view for 
three reasons: women have traditionally been excluded from the judiciary and their presence will 
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help increase transparency and inclusivity; women contribute to the quality of judicial decision-
making and of “justice itself”; and women judges bring “lived experiences to their judicial 
actions” (Ruiz). For this last point, Judge Ruiz remarks that women’s experiences “tend toward a 
more comprehensive and empathetic perspective,” involving legal knowledge and knowledge of 
how their actions impact those they serve (Ruiz).  
Interestingly, in their interview responses, many of the women judges mentioned the 
increased representation among judges serving in District Court and judges more generally; and 
they also spoke about how it is not possible for judges to simply remove their life experiences or 
not utilize them while making their judicial decisions. Additionally, many of the women judges 
spent time elucidating the importance of judges understanding how their actions practically 
impact those they serve, such as when Judge S mentioned the importance of having increasing 
qualifications in terms of legal experience so that judges understand how their rulings impact the 
predominately poor population in court. In terms of representation, Judge M remarked that it was 
beneficial to District Court that its judges are “female-dominated,” and that “certain 
conversations were lacking when the court was all white males.” In addition, Judge U mentioned 
the importance of judges being reflective of the community they serve when she discussed how 
judges can utilize “muscle memory” in moments of discretion because judges will use that 
“muscle memory” in instances where there is no legal precedent and in instances where there is 
no leeway at all. Judge S also mentioned that she fears people are sometimes not treated fairly in 
the courtroom based on their race and that it bothers her that African American women are 
underrepresented among the judges in District Court. Judge H also commented on this 
underrepresentation of African American women among the District Court judges; she stated that 
it is a positive thing that there are now three African American women judges serving in court 
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because “as much as possible, the judiciary should mimic the racial division in the community 
for general fairness across the board.” 
With regard to life experience, Judge U gave multiple examples of her utilizing her life 
experience in terms of her interactions in court and when she had to explain to a white male 
judge that, in her opinion and in her experience with “black culture” that it is disrespectful for 
African American women to wear bonnets in court. Judge S also mentioned that she believes her 
life experience is involved in her decision-making because “you can’t just leave everything” 
when ruling from the bench. Judge H also echoed this statement made by Judge S, saying it is 
impossible for judges to remove their life experience (or to not utilize their life experience) when 
making judicial decisions but that it is imperative for judges to remain impartial as well. 
Furthermore, it is important to note that – in contrast to Judge A, the only man judge – six of the 
seven women judges affirmed that they did believe gender to impact their goals and priorities as 
it relates to their interactions with persons in court. Similarly, in contrast to Judge A, all of the 
women judges believed that they are guided by a stream of tendency (which is made up of 
instincts, traditional beliefs, and acquired convictions) to resolve legal questions in the absence 
of clear legal guidelines; and nearly all of the women responded that their gender and race 
influences the stream of tendency.  
It is very intriguing to realize that many of the women judges are speaking to the very 
arguments that Judge Vanessa Ruiz is making with regard to the importance of having increased 
representation of women in the judiciary. The women judges frequently mention the importance 
of having a representative judiciary; they acknowledge utilizing their life experience in moments 
where they have discretion in their decisions as well as the inability to separate themselves from 
their life experiences; and they acknowledge the impact of their actions and decisions on those 
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they serve. Moreover, Judge Ruiz claims that in having an increased presence of women in 
judicial roles that they bring forth considerations that would not have been undertaken without 
their presence and this would allow discussion to be expanded and would prevent imprudent 
decisions (Ruiz). She also mentions that women can analyze how laws and judicial decisions can 
impact women and men based on gender stereotypes, which would bring about fairness to both 
genders and that is why it is imperative to bring a “gender perspective to adjudication” (Ruiz). In 
addition, Ruiz argues that while judicial independence “creates the space” for impartiality, 
human beings carry their biases and their life experiences with them (Ruiz). She also 
acknowledges, though neurological and psychological studies, that human beings are not 
immune to bias and partiality and that being a judge does not shield persons from these very 
human experiences.  
This being considered, Ruiz states that there is no simple solution with regard to judges 
having biases and failing to be completely impartial. However, diversifying the judiciary and, 
thereby, diversifying the life experiences that are brought to judicial decisions would help to 
check longstanding biases, lead to modernization and reform in the court system, and bring in 
new voices and viewpoints to make changes that are “long overdue” (Ruiz). I believe Judge 
Ruiz’s argument is further reinforced due to the fact that many of the women judges seem to 
allude to the qualities and behaviors in their interview responses that Ruiz believes are unique to 
women judges – such as bringing their life experience to the bench and being knowledgeable of 
the impact of their actions on the people they serve – and that these qualities and behaviors 
ultimately help to strengthen the legitimacy of the judiciary, create greater transparency in 
judicial decision-making, and enhance considerations and discussions that would not be present 
without the women judges. Not only do I contend women judges make District Court a “kinder 
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and gentler” place to be, but also I contend that the quality of judicial decisions is enhanced 
when practicality, poignancy, and sensitivity are at the forefront. 
Analysis and Findings of Gender in Judicial Interview Responses: Summary 
Overall, this analysis section covered the comparison and contrast of the judges’ interview 
responses according to gender (including the questions discussed in the thematic chapters – 
questions seven through ten as well as four and five). Then, in order to examine the differences 
between judges’ responses more deeply, the statements made by the judges were analyzed 
according to two main gender stereotypes – the idea that men are agentic and women are 
communal. I argue that the qualities of both of these gender stereotypes are uniquely 
encapsulated by the role of a judge and that, perhaps, the widely-held perceptions of women 
judges as being communal are one factor as to why women are being elected to judicial roles in 
an overwhelming majority in Louisville (88%, specifically, in the last election). Lastly, I 
reference Judge Vanessa Ruiz’s argument regarding how an increase in the representation of 
women in the judiciary helps to increase the transparency, inclusivity, and quality of decision-
making in the judiciary. I then cite instances where women judges mention the importance of 
representation, life experience, and being knowledgeable of the impact of their actions on those 
they serve to add credence to her argument and to complete my conclusion that women in 
District Court in this study are adding those very valuable qualities and behaviors that form the 










Summary of Quantitative and Qualitative Studies 
 
Overall, this study involves a two-tiered methodological approach and is important because it 
attempts to address the lack of representation in Federal District Court judges and State District 
Court judges, specifically focusing on the impact of judges’ gender in the judicial decision-
making process. In Federal Courts, 27% of judges are women; and in State Courts, 34% of 
judges are women. These statistics are in stark contrast to U.S. demographic statistics, which 
show that approximately 51% of the U.S. population are women. The first component of this 
study involves a quantitative analysis that examines whether a Federal District Court judge’s 
gender has a statistically significant influence on the ideological outcome of cases (which is 
either liberal, meaning the decision was in favor of the petitioner, or conservative, meaning the 
decision was against the petitioner). The second component of this study involves an in-depth, 
qualitative analysis of interview responses from eight District Court judges in Louisville, 
Kentucky.  
Furthermore, the quantitative study involved utilizing the 2016 Carp-Manning database and 
the statistical program called SPSS to analyze four separate bivariate regression equations. In the 
bivariate regression equations, the dependent variable was “libcon” (the ideological direction of 
case outcomes); the primary independent variable was judges’ gender; and the control variables 
included judges’ race, judges’ party affiliation, year of appointment, and state. The independent 
variables that changed for each regression equation included the different categories of cases 
(such as criminal justice, civil liberties, and economic regulation cases) as well as one equation 
that controlled for the cases as a whole (called “category of case”). Overall, the findings of the 
regression analysis indicated that Federal District Court women judges ruled more liberally in all 
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case categories. When isolated to specific categories, women judges were found to rule more 
liberally in civil rights and labor and economic cases but not criminal justice cases – where a 
judge’s race was found to be statistically significant.  
The qualitative component of this study involves an intriguing sample of State District Court 
judges in Louisville, Kentucky who starkly break the statistical pattern of women in the 
judiciary. Specifically, 15 of the 17 judges are women, meaning that 88% of the District Court 
judges in Louisville are women. The local study involved conducting in-person interviews with 
the eight judges who were able and willing to participate – seven of which were women and one 
of which was a man. These judges were asked ten questions and the questions involved three 
main categories: General Questions (which focus on judges’ background information); National 
Quantitative Questions (which aim to analyze a judge’s perspective on gender’s statistical 
connection to the ideological direction of the outcome of judicial decisions); and lastly, Judicial 
Decision-Making questions (which are grounded in Political Science theory on that topic).  
The local study involves three thematic content chapters which focus on themes frequently 
mentioned by the judges in their interview responses, such as “life experience” (chapter one); 
“fairness” (chapter two); and “respect” (chapter three). In each of these chapters, several 
interview questions are examined to illuminate how the major themes play a role in the judges’ 
courtroom interaction and decision-making. In the first chapter, the judges discuss “life 
experience” in terms of how their life experience influences their interactions in the courtroom. 
For example, multiple judges mentioned instances of their experience in a previous profession; 
and it appears that that past experience has allowed them to be more (and in some cases, less) 
critical of specific persons in their courtroom. In terms of life experience impacting judges’ 
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decision-making, experience seems to be involved in reinforcing decisions, in relating to others, 
and in using experience when there is no clear legal guideline.  
Another major theme found among the judges’ interview responses was “fairness.” In terms 
of courtroom interactions, many judges mentioned that their main priority in court is to treat their 
audience with fairness. Additionally, multiple judges mentioned race and the importance of 
having a diverse judiciary in response to the question regarding political ideology and decision-
making; and the judges mentioned fairness as an explanation to their identification as an activist 
judge or pragmatist judge. The third thematic chapter concerns “respect.” The judges mentioned 
respect in regard to how they interact with persons in the courtroom as well as “setting the tone” 
in their court. In terms of respect being involved in decision-making, the judges mentioned 
respect in terms of how they listen to persons’ stories in the courtroom and how they challenge 
unjust laws through legal means. 
In total, the analysis section involves a comparison and contrast of responses to the interview 
questions utilized in the thematic chapters (questions seven through ten as well as four and five) 
based on the gender of the judges. Overall, the women judges were more likely in their interview 
responses to acknowledge and discuss influences in their decision-making (gender, race, re-
election, stream of tendency) and in judges’ decision-making more generally while Judge A only 
acknowledged political ideology to be a factor in decision-making in specific cases. 
Additionally, the women judges utilize examples more frequently and provide greater description 
and explanation when asked about the influences of their decision-making, particularly gender 
and race. They also tended to mention life experience and the importance of having a diverse 
judiciary in questions eight and ten as well as utilized humanizing language and emphasized 
interconnectedness when discussing their relationships with their courtroom audience and other 




The findings of the analysis of gender in the interview responses section involved examining  
how the gender stereotypes of women being considered communal (which involves women 
being perceived as “friendly, unselfish, concerned with others, and emotionally expressive”) and 
men being considered agentic (which involves men being perceived as being “independent,” 
“masterful,” and “assertive”) applied to specific statements made in the interview responses of 
the judges (Crawford 1997). Next, I argue that these perceived qualities of both gender 
stereotypes are involved in the unique role of a judge and that the widely-held conceptions of 
women being communal could be a potentially advantageous factor in women being elected in 
an overwhelming majority to serve as District Court judges in Louisville, Kentucky.  
Lastly, I introduce an argument made by Judge Vanessa Ruiz that contends an increased 
presence of women in the judiciary helps to provide more transparency, inclusivity, and quality 
of judicial decisions (and, thus, legitimacy) to the judiciary. She believes this mainly due to the 
fact that women bring in their “lived experiences” to the bench and thus help expand the breadth 
of discussion and to provide new viewpoints; and she contends that because human beings 
cannot rid themselves of bias and partiality, increasing representation and, thus, more diverse life 
experiences, among the courts will be one part in assuring that decisions will be more fair and 
prudent overall. In concurrence with Judge Ruiz, I cite instances of the women judges making 
statements that correspond with her argument – such as the need for the judges to be reflective of 
the community they serve and women judges mentioning how they bring in their life experiences 
to their judicial decisions – and conclude that the women in District Court in Louisville, 
Kentucky are adding those valuable and needed elements to the judiciary that occur with an 
increase of women serving as judges. 
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Comparison and Contrast of Quantitative and Qualitative Studies 
There are limitations in comparing the findings of these two studies because they are very 
different in their methodology, in the type of judge studied, and in the datasets utilized.  
First, this study, in total, involves two different methodologies – quantitative and qualitative.  
Quantitative studies typically utilize more advanced statistical methods that involve multivariate 
analysis – such as linear regression (as used in this study); factor analysis; formal modeling; logit 
and probit models; and hierarchal linear modeling (Remington 285). Additionally, quantitative 
studies usually involve very large datasets, use statistical analysis, are less prone to human error; 
and the findings of these studies are usually able to be generalized, assuming the dataset is 
representative of the population (Remington 285).  
Conversely, qualitative studies typically involve engaging in field work or case studies, 
which are “in-depth analyses of particular cases” (Remington 287). Qualitative studies are also 
characterized as having very small datasets, involving complex theories, and providing 
comprehensive analyses (Remington 287). Both methodologies have their weaknesses: 
Quantitative studies are criticized for being too reductionist or for failing to capture what is being 
measured; and qualitative studies are criticized for their ungeneralizable results and their data 
selection and analysis being subject to selection bias (when cases are selected by the researcher) 
(Remington 286-288). However, this study attempts to utilize the strengths and to limit the 
weaknesses of quantitative and qualitative research by employing both methodologies in order to 
allow for a more in-depth analysis of the impact of a judge’s gender on judicial decision-making.  
Next, a clear difference is that the quantitative study involves Federal District Court 
judges, while the qualitative study involves District Court judges in Louisville, Kentucky. These 
two different types of judges deal with completely different types of cases and State District 
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Court judges also have much more limited jurisdiction. Additionally, the quantitative study 
utilized data of judges spanning decades and involving over 100,000 cases whereas the local 
study involved the interview responses of eight judges; thus, the quantitative study had a much 
larger dataset that involved information spanning decades and the local study involved only eight 
judges who were elected the previous year.  
The data collected in each study was also very different, one involving coded attributes of 
judges and the case outcomes in terms of ideology, and the other involving the judge’s 
perceptions on how they make their decisions. There was also a very different men-to-women 
ratio among the data: the quantitative study was comprised of 10.7% women judges whereas the 
local study was comprised of 88% of women judges (out of the population of District Court 
judges in Louisville, and including the fact that seven out of eight subjects who participated were 
women, which equals approximately 88% as well). However, despite these drastic differences, 
the main point of the project is to gain a deeper understanding of the influences involved in 
judicial decision-making and to analyze to what extent a judge’s gender is involved in that 
process.    
Based on the four bivariate regression analyses in the national quantitative study, it was 
found that women judges ruled more liberally in case-type categories as a whole; and when 
isolated to specific categories, women judge more liberally in civil rights and labor and 
economic cases but not criminal justice cases, where a judge’s race was found to be significant. 
In the qualitative study, there were particular questions that corresponded with the quantitative 
analysis. For example, in question eight, the judges were asked where political ideology 
influences the ideological directions of their decisions. In addition, the follow-up question to this 
asked whether they believed their gender would influence the ideological outcome of decisions; 
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and a final follow-up question asked the same thing but focused on race, party affiliation, year 
elected, and geographic area – which are comparable to the dependent variables utilized in the 
regression models in the quantitative study. 
The judges gave various responses to question eight. Judge A remarked that the link 
between political ideology and outcomes of decisions are generally true, though he would 
personally only achieve that link through legal means, meaning only if the law provides for that 
outcome already. Many of the women judges gave answers and examples of instances of 
political ideology influencing judicial decisions based on other judges rather than themselves; 
and some women judges differed with respect to the extent to which ideology impacts judicial 
decisions. For example, Judge S believes this to be true but does not believe judges consciously 
think of their political ideology when making decisions but rather it is involved with how they 
read and interpret cases. Additionally, three of the women judges (Judges S, F, and H) said 
political ideology does not influence outcomes of cases but provided the example of bypass 
hearings as a time where one’s political and religious beliefs could impact the outcomes in those 
cases. 
In terms of whether gender would influence the outcomes of their cases, Judge A said 
that he does not believe that his gender would do so; and, again, many of the women judges gave 
explanations as to whether or not gender would play a role in the outcomes of cases. 
Interestingly, in cases where the women judges did not believe gender specifically influences 
case outcomes, they mentioned that their life experience does and that it is hard to separate 
themselves from that. Similarly, Judge M mentioned that she tries not to let her gender or race 
influence case outcomes but that it is hard to remove one’s assumptions and biases completely. 
When prompted on race, many judges mentioned that it was important to have a court that was 
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representative of the community and Judge A remarked that systemic racism is a major issue in 
the court system. Other than gender and race, none of the judges agreed or discussed that party 
affiliation, year elected, and geographic area influence the outcome of their decisions, which is in 
contrast to the findings of the quantitative study in most regression models.  
 Question ten, which asks judges about whether they believe they are guided by a stream 
of tendency (which includes instincts, traditional beliefs, acquired convictions) when they face 
new or difficult legal questions, was included in the interview questions in order to gauge 
additional influences in judicial decision-making. While influences like those that comprised the 
stream of tendency were not entirely captured by the variables utilized in the quantitative study, 
it is intriguing that all of the women judges did agree to some extent that they utilize instincts, 
traditional beliefs, and acquired convictions to some extent – whereas Judge A denied this to be 
true in his decision-making process. Because Judge A denied the stream of tendency to be true 
for him, I was only able to ask the women judges whether their gender would influence their 
stream of tendency. While many of the women judges agreed that gender did impact their stream 
of tendency, they tended to speak more of their life experiences influencing that.  
 Question seven, which asks the judges about their goals and priorities, was the only other 
question in the interviews that involved a follow-up question about gender. In response to this 
question, Judge A did not believe his gender to influence his goals and priorities but six of the 
seven women judges did speak to how their gender influenced their goals and priorities in terms 
of how they interact with people in court. Lastly, in question nine, Judge Z equated her 
identification as an activist judge with having more liberal case outcomes, and while the terms 
activist judge, pragmatist/realist judge, and strict constructionist judge are not directly associated 
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with a particular political ideology or party, it is interesting that there was one woman judge who 
directly stated that she tended to have more liberal outcomes.  
 Overall, while these two studies are difficult to compare in large part due to the very 
apparent differences between them, it is interesting to discuss how the findings of the 
quantitative and qualitative study seem to connect. In general, in opposition to the man judge, the 
women judges seemed more open to discussing how their gender influenced their interactions in 
the courtroom and how their gender and life experiences can impact the outcomes of their cases. 
Additionally, in regard to question ten, it is intriguing to see that all the women judges in the 
interviews acknowledge things like instinct, traditional beliefs, and acquired convictions can play 
a role in influencing case outcomes when they are faced with new or difficult legal questions. In 
total, while these two studies are very different in terms of the data collected, the methodology, 
the analysis, and the men-to-women ratio of the subjects involved, they both provide interesting 
perspectives and findings that help to contribute to research about the judicial decision-making 
process and how a judge’s gender may impact that.   
Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
A main limitation with the quantitative study lies with utilizing bivariate regression 
analysis. First, the statistical correlation between Federal District Court judges’ gender and the 
ideological direction of case outcomes does not mean causation; in other words, just because the 
findings indicate that gender was statistically significant in terms of a liberal or conservative 
decision outcome in all categories of cases – and in all specific categories of cases except for 
criminal justice cases –  it would be erroneous to declare that a judge’s gender is the sole cause 
in determining the ideological direction of the case outcome. Additionally, there are many types 
of statistical methods available – such as formal modeling, factor analysis, logit and probit 
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models, and hierarchal linear modeling — other than regression analysis that may provide 
stronger and more reliable statistical analyses depending on the dataset (Remington 284).  
Furthermore, there were limitations in the Carp-Manning database that limited some of 
the analysis – such as not having data available on the gender of defendants in criminal just cases 
– which made it impossible to control for the influence of a defendant’s gender on the 
ideological direction of case outcomes. In addition, some of the independent variables, namely 
“party” and “state”) utilized in the regression analysis proved to be problematic when analyzing 
correlative relationships (being positive or negative) with the dependent variable (“lib/con”) 
because the coding of those variables had no inherent value. Lastly, it would have been helpful to 
have data encompassing Federal District Court judges and their case outcomes for years past 
2012 to see if there would have been more women serving on those courts and what that impact 
have been.  
In terms of recommendations of future research involving gender and judicial decision-
making from a quantitative perspective, I would suggest involving analysis of normative 
characteristics of judges (such as race and gender) as applied to specific cases. Because the 
quantitative findings in this project involved analysis of bivariate regression models involving 
general case categories, it would, perhaps, be more insightful to obtain not only a broad 
understanding of which case types can be significantly influenced by gender, but rather to 
understand the specific nature and details of cases that may highlight where real differences in 
judicial decision-making lie.  
Though only 10.7% of cases in the dataset were decided by women judges, it is intriguing 
to know that, statistically, they are making an impact in the outcomes of case categories and 
specific types of cases. Therefore, the impact of women judges in Federal Court should be 
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further studied to better understand this influence on case outcomes, especially given that the 
number of women judges in Federal Courts and State Courts will likely continue to increase in 
the future. Lastly, there should be more research done with regard to theories that involve 
normative characteristics of judges and judicial decision-making frameworks so as to understand 
more comprehensively the influences on judicial decision-making; and these theories could serve 
to strengthen quantitative studies in the future. 
A main limitation in the local qualitative study is that the dataset was very small – only eight 
of the seventeen judges were able to participate in the interviews. With such a small dataset, the 
findings of the qualitative study cannot possibly be generalized to the District Court judges in 
Louisville, in the state of Kentucky, or the population of State District Court judges in the United 
States. In fact, a main critique and limitation of many qualitative studies is that the results of the 
studies cannot be generalized nor be representative of the population involved in the study. 
Additionally, given that there were two men judges and fifteen women judges in the total 
population of District Court judges in Louisville, it was difficult to ascertain a gender-balance in 
the interviews. Furthermore, because there was only one male judge interviewed, this made the 
thematic chapters and the analysis section more difficult in terms of comparison and contrast 
since there were seven times the number of women judges’ responses to review. This imbalance 
of gender in the interviews also made the man judge’s responses critical to the thematic content 
analysis and the analysis of gender in the interview responses.  
Another limitation to this study lies with the interview questions themselves. The interview 
questions could have been comprised of questions that relate more to the quantitative study, 
involving creating a number of case scenarios that the judges respond to so as to create general 
judicial decision-making profiles of the judges and then analyze them as a whole. In addition, 
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because the interviews were given in-person by a woman interviewer, the judges’ responses 
could have been influenced by the interviewer’s gender as well as the fact that multiple questions 
in the interviews focused on gender. Similar to the limitations of the qualitative study, future 
qualitative research involving interview questions should strive to be directly connected to 
theories and frameworks that would allow for analysis that is less speculative in nature. 
Additionally, if possible, I would recommend to have an equal ratio of men- to-women 
responses, especially if the analysis is based on gender. Additionally, future studies specifically 
involving public officials like judges should strive to ensure confidentiality and anonymity to the 
interviewees to the highest extent possible, especially if the questions are sensitive in nature in 
that they directly relate to their position.  
Furthermore, the differences between quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis have 
divided the discipline of Political Science (Remington 283). However, neither methodology is 
perfect or free from human error. In fact, these methodologies can often be used in tandem to 
investigate a topic more deeply, such as gender and judicial decision-making. Thus, future 
Political Science research should focus on utilizing the strengths of these two methodologies, as 
well as integrating theories in an interdisciplinary fashion, in order to more comprehensively 
analyze and gain insights on important concepts that impact law, democracy, and our way of life 
(Remington 288-289).  
In total, this study contributes a unique approach to quantitative and qualitative Political 
Science research by combining mixed methodologies in order to have a more comprehensive 
discussion and analysis of the influences of judicial decision-making, focusing predominantly on 
judges’ gender. While there is no direct cause and effect relationship present between a judge’s 
gender and the outcome of their decisions, additional research should focus on judges’ genders 
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and the influences – particularly life experience – on their decision-making process so as to 
understand the more nuanced differences between men and women judges’ decision-making, 
especially considering that the number of women in the judiciary will only increase.  
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Appendix A (Quantitative Study) 
Though the 2016 Carp-Manning database on Federal District Court judges categorizes 
“case outcomes” as being either “liberal” (meaning the decision was in favor of the appellate 
petitioner) or “conservative,” (meaning the decision was against the appellate petitioner) it is 
widely recognized that this does not capture the full scale of the political spectrum in the United 
States. There are many other political beliefs present in the U.S., such as being moderate, 
libertarian, socialist, progressive, and populist, among others. It is likely that the terms “liberal” 
and “conservative” were used to simplify and condense the case outcomes and also because 
those political beliefs seem to be most closely attributed to the major political parties in the U.S. 
– the Democratic Party and the Republican Party, respectively. In addition, it should be noted 
that the case outcomes being coded as being either in favor of the appellate petitioner or against 
the appellate petitioner may not be fully comprehensive of what constitutes a “liberal” or 
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